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FOREWORD 

This report prcMnts the final result» of one of the 46 projects comprlsinc the militsry-effects 
profram of Operation Plumbbob, which included 24 test detonations at the Nevada Test Site in 
1957. 

For overall Plumbbob military-effect« information, the reader is referred to the "Summary 
Report of the Director, DOD Test Group (Procrams 1-9)," ITR~1445, which includes:  (1) a 
description of each detonation. Including yield, zero-point location and environment, type of 
device, ambient atmospheric conditions, etc.; (2) a discussion of project results; (3) a summary 
of the objectives and results of each project; and (4) a Hating of project reports for the military- 
effects program. 



V ABSTRACT 
Project L4 objective» wrrc to measure underground effects of a nuclear air bural (Shot Pri»- 
cilia; 36.3 kt) as they vary with time, depth, and «round rantc, particularly In the region of 
high pressure; furnish, from these measurements, input data to other projects; and analyze 
theft measurements with results of other test».   At 750 and 1,050 feet from ground zero, 
acceleration, stress, and strain measurements were made at several depths down through 50 
feet, including two measurement» each of horizontal acceleration and stress.   At 450, 550. 
650, 750, 850,  1,050, and 1,350 /eet, vertical acceleration and stress were measured at 50- 
and 10-foot depths, m 

Records were obtained on 52 out of 64 gage channels installed.   Losses were caused by 
mechanical failure of one oscillograph and by miscellaneous individual channel failures. 

Wave forms of acceleration and velocity showed no ideal or classical shape but could be 
grouped in six categories according m their characteristics. 

Outrunning occurred at the ground surface at 2,500-foot ground range from a signal origi- 
nating at 1,900-foot ground range. However, outrunrtag can occur at closer ranges for deep 
measurements, and refracted signals may be recorder alter arrival of local effects, as evi- 
denced by acceleration measurements. 

Attenuation of maximum downward acceleration at 5- and 10-foct depths varied between 30 
and 45 percent except at 550- and 650-foot ranges where It was negligible.   At greater depths, 
wave theory concerning energy transfer at an interface between iwo materials was borne out. 
Horizontal (outward) acceleration at 10- and SO-fnnt depths was attenuated less with depth than 
was the corresponding peak downward acceleration. 

Peak downward velocity followed an exponential dec a« law rather than a power law decay 
characteristic of downward acceleration.   At 275-psi level, horizontal (outward) velocity showed 
somewhat less attenuation with depth than the downward component.   At the 100-psl level, peak 
outward velocity at iO-foot depth was twice that at 10-foot depth, owing to signals from sources 
closer to ground zero. 

Attenuation of peak displacement corresponded closely to attenuation of peak velocity. 
Attenuation erf maximum vertical stress was slight between the surface and 5-foot depth, and 

stress decreased by half for every 10-foot increase in depth, except at 50-foot depth where it 
Increased.   Stress measurements on this project were not considered entirely successful, de- 
spite extreme caution exercised in gage placement and bsckiill procedure. 

At 275-psl overpressure, peak strain decreased abruptly between 1- «nd 30-foot depths, 
leveling off lo a constant value at greater depths.   At 100-psl overpressure, vertical strain 
showed almost no change with depth.   This difference between the two staliuns could probably 
be traced to the longer rise time of the overpressure at 100 psl than at 275 psi. 

The velocity-jump peak overpressure ratio increased with decreasing pressure, with no 
apparent systematic variation with yield, overpressure level or wave form, or test area. 
Caper imental ratio« agreed well with the theoretical result.   Peak vertical displacement- 
overpressure impulse ratio data were loo scattered to allow firm conclusions. 

From displacement-tr»|xinfte spectra,  the change in the character of the response appeared 
lo be associated with the inl^rferfnce of the refracted ground-transmitted wave and net with the 
local ground wave.    Normaltxed velocity spectra for 5-,   10-. and S0-{oo( drpths showed simtUr 
nusima although the frequency at which this masimum occurred d«-crc:i»c» w»th tmrraatn^ depth. 

In »tress-slram relations, il wa» tenlattvely conclmirj that lahoralory tri.*stal ti->i» w.-rr 
more useful m currt-lAtion »iih bia»'. rcvjli> than «rrc iott-.jJ4Ctü>n u->:». 
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Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 
1.1    OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of Project 1.4 were to: (1) meaiure underground effects of a nuclear air burst 
as they varied with time, depth, and ground range, particularly in the region of high pressure; 
(2) use these measurements to furnish input data to other projects; and (3) analyze these data in 
combination with the results of other tests to establish criteria for the prediction of underground 
effeuU. 

The quantities measured were earth acceleration, earth stress, and earth strain. 
In addition, to obtain more information on the test medium, seismic studies were performed 

at Frenchman Flat. 

1.2   BACKGROUND 

Underground effects of a nuclesr air burst, as opposed to underground effects of an under- 
ground burst, have not been extensively investigated.   The most complete full-scale study of 
these effects was on Operation Upshot-Knothole (Reference 1), when detailed measurements of 
earth acceleration, stress, and strain were made at one depth and at one ground range on two 
shots and when measurements of earth stress were made at three depths at several ground 
ranges on the same shots.   On Operation Tumbler (Reference 2), earth acceleration was meas- 
ured on four shots; measurements were made at two depths on one shot and at three depths at 
two ground ranges on all four shots.   Only one of these shots was in Frenchman Flat; the other 
three were in the Yucca FUt T7 area, where geological conditions were considerably different. 
Ail these measurements were made at pressure levels considerably lower than the regions of 
present Interest.   Small-scale studies of similar phenomena conducted by Stanford Research 
Institute (8RD on Project Mole (Reference 3) and by SRI on the hlgh-eiqplosives series of Opera- 
tion Buster-Jangle (Reference 4} provided little useful information; the limited frequency re- 
sponse of the instruments used resulted In under-registration of the phenomena.   Therefore, 
extrapolation of these small-scale results to full-scale effects was probably not useful. 

Rather extensive small-scale and full-scale -italics of underiground effects of underground 
high explosives have been conducted, but the transmission and loading mechanisms under high- 
explosive test conditions differed so markedly from those of the conditions of this project that 
extension of iholr results to theie problems was difficult U not impossible. 

Requirements have been set up for criteria for protective construction against large air and 
surface bursts in the pressure regions of 100 psi and above.   Such requirements Imply that, 
wherever possible, underground construction must be used for maximum protection.   It Is be- 
lieved thit most of the loading of underground structures in these pressure regions from such 
shuts will be produced by the air-blast slap on the surface In the immediate vicinity of the struc- 
ture (local effects), rather thin by energy transmitted through the ground from the regions 
closer to ground scro (remote effeelsl.   This project wa« e«lsbli»h<*d to obtain quanlltauve data 
on undergroumt ptu-numetu tn ll;e»e regions and to explore these phenomena sufftciv.ttly to per- 
mit at I«M»I a U-nume app^cttum ol tho rcfculi» to »itnilar elfccu in «oiU other than thüse 
duractcrikltc of Frcnchoi.m Kl.il.    IWciu*«« «»( limitation^ lirpo:»«-d at the NHrada Test Sue (NTi). 
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It wat) not poaslblo to plan a largo surfaco shot; therefore these studies were bused on the effects 
of a moderately large (33 to 40 kt) air burst. 

A complete description of the ground motion Induced by air blast from a hlKh-cxploslve or 
nuclear detonation requires spatial and temporal spoclflcatlon cf both the horizontal radial 
(hereafter referred to simply as the horizontal component) and vertical components of: (1) 
particle acceleration; (2) particle velocity; (3) particle displacement; and (4) earth strain. 
Theoretically, only one of these need be presented alomj with earth stress since any one of the 
first three may be derived from the other by differentiation or Integration with respect to time, 
and strain may be found by differentiation of displacement with distance and vice versa.   To« 
gether these parameters form a redundant set of data since the relationship between them Is 
•Imply one of geometry.   On the other hand, If the medium exhibits Inelastic behavior, the 
relationship of stress to particle velocity, for example, requires a great deal more knowledge 
than Is now available.   Furthermore, If the medium Is strain-rate sensitive (as soil Is suspected 
to be) or possesses vlsco-elastlc properties, then stress depends not only on the Instantaneous 
values of strain and/or particle velocity but on their past history as well. 

From a practical standpoint, specification of ground motion as a single parameter Is seriously 
limited by the small number and low density of observations made on any one experiment and also 
by the Inherent complexity of soil-particle motion compared with that of air.   At present, ground 
motion must be specified as positive and negative peak values, time durations, and representa- 
tive pulse shapes.   Hence, salient features of acceleration, velocity, displacement, and strain 
may be lost.   If these salient features are required, as In computation of response spectrum 
(see Chapter 4), It Is necessary to refer to the original records. 

In seeking a valid correlation of ground motion data with air blast Input data, answers to 
several fundamental questions are required.   These may be set forth as follow«: 

1. What relationships are to be expected between the various elements of ground motion and 
air-blast input?  How are these relationships modified by soil properties and by variation of 
soil properties with depth? 

2. Are the above relationships expected to vary with yield of the device, ground range, 
and/or stress level?  If so, are these variations of major Importance? 

3. For a particular test area, I. e., a relatively fixed set of soil properties, are data from 
various experiments internally consistent? 

4. Do systematic differences in the correlations appear when data from one test area are 
compared with those from another?  Are these differences consistent with known variations of 
soil properties? 

Obviously the answers to Items 1. 2, and 3 depend a fr?it dsai on theoretical knowledge of 
the problem since the number of measurements Involved ire not sufficient to form an Independ- 
ent empirical evaluation of all factors Involved. 

1.3   THEORY 

Adaption of historical theories of the propagation of stress through soil is limited in that 
either (1) flows are slow under applied loads or stresses (soil statics), or (2) stress waves are 
of low intensity (exploration and earthquake seismology).   The present need is for theories and 
special experiments that consider stress waves of high intensity and rapid rates of loading. 

1.3.1   Models for Soil Reacting to Stress.   In this section are revitwed the well-known math- 
ematical models (Figure 1.1) for solids which are subjected to »tres*, and the limitations and 
range of applicability of these models are described. 

Linear  elasticity:    Statics.  Fo^* the Mudy of small strains, linear elasticity may 
be a satikfactorv model (Column 1 of Figure I.I).   In this model, »oil is assumed to act essen- 
tially as a linear spring »upporling a ma»».   Oeeuu»e «4 the MJCCI »» of ihu mt*lt I in »tudytni: 
compltciU-d problem:* involving steel,  it ha» received a Inm;•HI.JU» amount of .tlUndon. 

Tl.e Ihrory «4 eta»IKi(y without further qtMltfivallon ma/ l>e unt!» r*lo«j.l to mean 4 Iheoiv 
lux-tl on the ajtaumpticn thul there i» 4 unique relatt^sliip lKl**een s^re»» 4iul >tr4in. more 
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explicitly, (hat for the material uiulcr CüDNUII.1 ration, each component of stres.s can IK* calcu- 
lated solely from a knowiedgc of the local strain.   This assumption is bcUcmi to be false for 
all known materials; but it is a useful approximation.   In actual practice, the previous history 
of the material, the rate of strain, and even the derivative of the rate of strain can a/fect tlie 
values of the stress at each point.   Spectacular examples of dependence on these quantities are 

LiNCM CLASTIC   VISCOUS DAMPING    visco-CLAsnc    souo rmcnoN 

te_ u 

(It 

^_ t^ [^ 
TKt 

^- ^-CV 
TiwC 

III (SI (41 

Figure 1.1 Typical stress and strain diagrams for various 
models of soil behavior (sudden stress). 

jiven by bouncing putty, bread dough, natural rubber, and synthetic plastics. 
The complications or modilicatlons of pure (linear) elastic theory which must be considered 

can be separated into two classes (Table 1.1).   The first class is the set of complications in 
space, e.g., vertical anisotropy.   The second class is the set of complications which are In- 
trinsic in every cubic millimeter of the soil.   Certainly the two types of complications can be 
combined: viscosity of soil can change with depth, etc. 

Nonlinear  Elasticity.    It is poAKilttt« to conceive of a substance in which the Lame* 
constants, or (since (hey are related) in which Young's modulus and Poisson*s ratio, depend on 
the strain.   A simple example of such a sub»tance is a sprint; which becomes stiffer in compres- 
sion.   A helical spring will exhibit this characteristic when it closes coil to coil. 

For a spring which becomes stiffer with increasing »train, the mathematical model is (hat of 
a subAtowr which consists al various fiber», some of which offer no resistance to strain until 
the »train reaches a ftniie value.   A currr»poi\dinc model U possible for a spring which become* 
irk» »(ÜI A'ith increasine »train.   These model» can even be combined in ^tvr a model uf a »ub» 
»(ance. the »itffne»» of whnh fif»t decreu»*» ami then increase» with increastn« strain.    For ill 
ilK»e n;.*ilfi;>, (he »*:ppu»itt<»ti I» lhal (he »trat» t» cimpleiely recovt-re«! wh.-ji •»tre^:» i> relieve.!. 
Tht»e m'Kli I* run pralu«*!;. IK u->ed »uccfi^fully fi»i ctrijin uuly»'.«: »ime (hey ar«- I«»«* »imj>U- 
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to explain certain other experimental results, thoy seem mi to have bt^n used extensively In Uv 
literature. 

PlasticIty.    By nonlinear behavior is meant usually a medium which has properties diff- 
erent oven from those of the paragraph above.   If a solid undergoes permanent deformation or 
set when It la strained, It Is said to be plastic (clay, for example).   A schematic stress-strain 
relation for a plastic material Is that of Figure 1.2. 

This diagram Is similar In some respecls to Figure 1.3 which Is a stress versus strain curve 
determined from dynamic measurements obtained In typical sllty clay soil. 

In Figure 1.2, the material Is called perfectly plastic If AB Is a horizontal line and OA and 
EC are parallel straight lines.   Such a material behaves as a linear elastic material with no per- 

TADLE  LI    REFINKMENTS OF  LINEAR ELASTIC TWKllRY 

CompUcation» in Space 
ComplicMtlon« 

Intrinsic to th« Medium 

Spacv-Oeptmkirit Velocitie» Nonllncarlty 
Inttrfaces Vincosity 
Fr«e Surface« Vlsco-Elasticity 
Layering Intrinsic Anisotropy 
Refractions (as in crystals) 

Reflections 
Interference 
Leases 
Boulders 
Inhomogene itles 

manent set If the stress remains below a yield value; the stress can never exceed this yicK 
value; when the yield value Is reached, the material flows plastically.   A more general curve, 
such as that of Figure 1.2 would be obtained by postulating a model with several fibers; each 
fiber Is perfectly plastic, but the fibers have different yield values. 

Viscosity.   It is convenient to study the propagation of waves In a plastic substance by 
assumii« that a certain amount of strain energy is dissipated at the wave front.   One possible 
mode of dissipation, which seems physically reasonable. Is that the rate of loss of energy de- 

tTtttt 

»srssiH 

Figure 1.2 Schematic stress-strain relation 
for a plastic material. 

pends on particle velocity; this Is viscous friction.   The mechanical analog for this mode Is that 
of a spring and dasl^ot In parallel (see Column 2 of Figure 1.1).   For this model, the attenuation 
per cycle is a function of the frequency. 

Vlsco-Clastlclty.    If stress Is applied to a sample of soil rapidly and then suddenly 
removed, the graph of strain against time is like that in Column 3 of Figure 1.1.   A plausible 
model is that at the top of the column.   The upper spring and dashpol allow for per mam. nt s#t 
and rapid relief of stress; the spring and dashpol in parallel allow (or gradual relief of the re- 
maining porlloe of sttrss.   Indeed, any number of parallel spring-dashpol units (Voigt units) 
can be connected in series to make a still morr complicated nuxu-l.   The model in question can 
be thought of as a system of three Voigt units In series.   The dashpot conelant in the first unit 
is zero:  it is effectively a spring aloiie.   The spring constant in the »«.coml «ait is «ero;   tl is 
effectively a dashpot alone.   In the third unit, the spring cotixlant ami the IU^IIIM constant are 
both different Iron» tero. 
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Solid  Friction.    I» a »olid friction modul, (Column 4, Fluuro 1.1) dläalpatlon of energy 
la assumed to dcpcral on particle displacement but not on particle velocity.   The attenuation per 
cycle U thus independent of the frequency.   Certain lalwratory experiments of Born (Reference 
5) on oven-dried rocks support this model.   For wet rocks, Dorn shows that viscous as well as 
solid friction damping Is present.   This result will probably be true for clay soil as well.   In 
the model for solid friction used by Born, the damping force Is taken to bo proportional to dis- 
placement from the neutral position.   This is not stated by him, but can be inferred from the 
formulas which he uses.   This kind of damping is also termed structural damping. 

Other Mathematical Models. Besides the possibility, already alluded to. of using 
more than three Voigt units In series, the above schemes are not the only ones that have to be 
considered in making mechanical models of the behavior of soil. Unfortunately soil is not Iso- 
tropie. The most common variation in properties which it is necessary to take into account is 
horizontal layering. For example, there can be horizontal layers, in which seismic velocities 
are widely different. It is frequently true also that In any one stratum the horizontal velocity 
Is not the same as the vertical velocity. 

The propagation of waves in a layered medium is a special topic.   Some wave paths which 
enter the medium can be refracted and returned to the surface.   Even the most straightforward 
problems In wave propagation in a layered (linear) elastic medium are difficult. 

Table 1.2 gives practical limitations of some of the theories which are discussed here.   The 
table shows two things: (1) no single, simple model will explain ail the phenomena observed 
when shock waves pass through soil; and (2) the model to use in studying particular types of 
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Figure 1.3 Actual record of stress versus 
strain in typical sitty clay. 

problems must be a compromise between the faiitifutness with which one wants to portray alt 
elements of soil behavior and the economics of producmi* many numerical solutions.   This is to 
say that the least compltcated mudr-l which srill utve reasonably good agreement with expcrlmen« 
tal t'ytlu la the model to use.   However. >ome rudimentary numerical solutions wilt always be 
iuc«>>jry In-fore one can choo>e the simpU»! aii'l ytl the moM approeu-iatf model lor a Kiven 
pruiib-m. 
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1.3.2 HomcKcneoua ElaaUc SoUd.   Within the framework at present theoretical knowledge, 
several poHtulutcd relatlon«hlpa derived from analysl» of a homogeneous clastic aoHü can lie set 
down (Reference 6). 

The afiMumptlont under which this analyuitf watt derived are as follows. First, the plan radius 
of curvature cf »he air-blast wavi» in large compared with the depth under investigation so that in- 
duced ground motion may bo regarded as two-dimensional.   Second, it is assumed that the air- 

TAOLE 1.2    PHKNOMKNA  KXPLAINKÜ I1Y VAitlOUS MODKLS OV SOIL DKMAVIOH 

"," " "~    Huiurn o^      _, , 
Mockj| DtMipaliun   P""'^"« Wavü palhll   DUperMonof 

of Knorinr Set „    , Surface Wave» ** to Surface 

Liniar EiaMtie(Itfotropk* medium) Nu No No No 
Nonlinear Cla«tic 

(lüctropic motlium) No No Ye«» Ye«» 
Cla»tic with Vertical Ani^oiropy 

(Including Jiscontlnuuutt layer«) No No Ye» Ye« 

Solid («tmctural) Friction Ye« No No No 
Viscosity Ye« No No No 
Visco-Els»iic Yei Yc« No No 

* These «ntrie« imply possible explanation of the phenomena, especially in connection 
with waves of high stress. 

blast wive of Invariant macnltudc is moving at a constant velocity, U, and that sufficient time 
hat elapsed so that a steady ground disturbance pattern appears to an observer find in the coor- 
dinates of the moving blast wave. 

An elastic solid exhibits two wave speeds: one corresponding to the propagation of waves of 
dilatation (or compression) C^» the seismic L (longitudinal) wave velocity, and another corre- 
sponding to propagation of components of rotation, Cg, the seismic 8 (transverse, shear) wave 
velocity.  Three distinct theoretical eases are present in the above situation, 

1. U < Cs < CL, the subseismlc case. 

2. Cj < U < C^, the transselsmlc case. 

3. Cs < CL < U, the superselsmle case. 

The theory la Cases 1 and 2 says that the ground motion outruns the air-blast wave; the earth 
moves downward and away from ground aero.   Although ground motion outrunning is observed in 
the field, the Initial motion of the earth Is generally upward and away from ground aero.   This 
motion is the result of refraction of the wave front due to the vertical gradient of seismic veloc- 
ity.   The overpressure at which outrunning occurs depends on the device yield and the seismic 
velocity gradient (Section 1.3.3).   For the yields and seismic velocity gradients at the NTS (French- 
man Flat), this overpressure Is approximately 10 psi. 

At higher overpressures, the blast-wave velocity is large enough so that it moves superseis- 
mlcally (Case 3) and the ground motion lags progressively behind that at the aurface as in Figure 
1.4.   At the surface, the vertical ground motion and the blast wave are related simply, vis.. 

1      dP   .   A/'0 \ 
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pcL h ■ •© 
Where Ay» Uy, and Dy arc the vertical particle acceleration, vertical particle velocity, and 
vertical particle displacement; p I» the soil density; P Is overpressure; and t Is time.  The 
function, ♦ (derived from results In Reference 6), Is shown In Fleure l.S and Is nearly unity 
for U/CL > 1.5.   At small depths, one would expect the peak negative displacement to be pro- 
portional to the positive overpressure Impulse and the peak negative velocity to be proportional 
to the peak overpressure. Pj*.   (The usual convention Is preserved; positive motion Is upward 
and outward (away from ground zero) and negative motion Is downward and Inward [toward ground 
xeroj.} The peak acceleration depends on the overpressure wave form and for an Ideal shock 
wave would be Infinite.   In reality, all shocks have a finite rise time, tr, so that 

Ay PCL tr 

If one postulates that all nonprecursor shocks have approximately the same rise time, then 
one might expect the acceleration to be also proportional to the peak overpressure. 

These simple statements form the basis of correlation of near-surface ground motion. At- 
tenuation of ground motion with depth must at present be treated empirically. 

1.3.3 Effects from Remote Semrces.   When the propagation velocity of the air blast Is larger 
than the compresslonal (U wave velocity of the ground, signals will not be observed underground 
prior to arrival of the wave front (Figure 1.4).   In a homogeneous medium, the wave front wlU 
be bent upward at Increased depths (Carve a, Figure 1.4); however, if the seismic velocity In* 
creases with depth, the wave front will tend to be bent downward (Curve b, Figure 1.4). 

At the air-blast velocity decreases with distance from ground tero, the information given 
the earth will eventually arrive prior to arrival of the direct signal.   This may happen either 

Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of superseUmic wavi» froni. 

whin a near*surface seismic velocity is greater than the air-blast velocity or by ground trans- 
mlssiui» aWntf a curved path which dips into the higher velocity, tower earth strata, I. e., by 
seismic refraciion.   The former currcsp*»*!* to the transseumtc case (Case 3), and the Initial 
signal is down and outward as in the Mipcr»**i»mic ease.   The enid of acceleration Is, however, 
mere gradual.   The latter is disiinguUhed by an upward and outward first signal and Is by far 
the prrdominanl type of outrunning observed at bo«h the NTS and ihr KPC. 

The outrunning »iunal arriving at a ttanc by refraction is ifenrralty called the air-induced, 
:round-iran»mi«ted wave. or. »imply, thr r« rr.vHe effrcl.   The »i^nal arriving by the direct 
path a» the air bU»( pa»»c» over the gatfe I» ralU-d the air-imlur^d. direct wave. or. simply, 
the loci elite!.    It I« a mi»minur to de*eril*.' only Ih. \M*xr as the air*bla»t-intluevd wa*«* 
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itncc both chsaei* of motion arc ulr-bbtit induced, with the only cillfcrcnc«.* bvln^ the ix)lnl u( 
origin and thv tranamitjslon path.   (Since the alr-lntluntl remote effect In due to an extended 
source, It should not be confused with the directly-Induced ground motion resulting from an 
underground detonation«) 

Outrunning of the ground wave ha« considerable Importance in that the character cf the ground 
motion changes when this occurs.   If a seismic refraction survey has been made of the area, the 

♦ 
o«oi— 

I«        y% 
u/e. 

Figure l.S ♦ versus U/CL and Potsson*s ratio. 

technique of constructing the ground motion arrival time distance Is simple (Figure 1.6). 
In the lower portion of Figure 1.9 is shown the measured refraction survey of Frenchman 

Flat made during 19S7.   The concave portion of the refraction arrival time curve is due to the 
Increase of seismic velocity with depth.   The air-blast arrival curve Is first constructed.   At 
each point along this curve a signal Is generated which travels outward at the rate prescribed 
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Figure 1.6 Construction of ground motion arrival 
time curves. Tumbler Shot 1, 5-foot depth. 

by the refraction arrival curve, e.g.. the signal from ground tero.   From the envcloi>e formed 
by superimposing the arrival time curves for alt signals generated by the air blast, the earliest 
arrivals are »elected.   This curve then defines the ground range at which outrunning occurs, 
e.g.. 920 feet in Figure 1.6. 

The im-a»urc\i air-blast ami ground motion arrival» at S-foot depth for OtHratUM Tumbler 
Shot I (lU-fercncc 3) are »hown in Fi^re 1.6. Oefore txitrunnini:. the grouml notion Ugs the 
air bU»t »UsiWly since the- air ItUM i» »up« rs^ismtc.   After outrunnrng« th*- «ir^und motiutt pre- 
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cede« ihc calculalod value« by a »mall amount a« the refracted wave travel» upward to the »ur- 
facc.  The difference» are not Imtwrtant at 5-foot depth; however» at much ureatcr depths they 
will bo Hlgnlfleant.   The 8,300-ft/aec propagation velocity I» the result of refraction from the 
haHoment rock.   The 1957 refraction survey did not extend sufficiently to pick up these arrivals. 

From »clsmlc velocities aiisoclaleU with strata of known thickness» the refraction curve may 
be reconstructed.   Detail» of this procedure may be found In any text on geological exploration. 

As the device yield Increases, the near-surface seismic velocity becomes less Important In 
the calculation ol outrunning.   The »clsmlc velocities at depth play the dominant role, and hence 
the ovcrpri?»«urc at which outrunning would be expected to occur will generally Increase as de- 
vice yield Increase».   For »urfacc bursts over shallow weathered layers or for large yield de- 
vices detonated over deep weathered layers, the approximate values of Table 1.3 apply.   This 
Indication of early outrunning for the most common materials focuses more than casual attention 
to the behavior of the ground-transmitted wave. 

1.4    SEISMIC MEASUREMENTS 

The elastic properties of a soil are related to and may be determined from an accurate knowl- 
edge of the seismic velocities.   The main elastic waves which are of interest In this program 

TAIILK  1.3    APPKOXIMATK OVERPUKS^JRKS AT WHICH OUTKUNMNG OF 
GHOUNn UAVK CX'CIIHS,   lAMlti. VIKJX» St'HKACK BUKST* 

Kormation OwrpntSk-jm Formation OverprvaMtr» 

p»i pat 

Alluvium <40 Shale «&u to i.^vu 
Crawl, dry tO 10 100 Lime «ton« >1,S00 
Crawl, «rat 40 to S00 MttUmorphtv >1,000 
SanUy Clay 100 to SOA Granit« >3,000 
SafldMUMW $00 to 2,000 

are longlludinal or compreaslonal waves (L) and transverse or shear waves (S).   Other seismic 
waves that may or may not be of Interest »re the Rayleigh and Love waves. 

The compre»Atonal wave (U is characterts^ by an in-line particle motion with paMlcle dis- 
placement parallel to the direction of pnn"«eaim.   Of thtr elastic wave», the compressional 
wave has the highest velocity. 

The shear wave (S) is also linear, but the direction of particle motion Is perpendicular to the 
direction of propagation.   The shear wave, because of its property af poUrtution, can b» fur- 
ther subdivided into S}| and Sy type depending on whether the dUplacement is horizontal or ver- 
tical, both waves traveling with the same velocity but lower than the L wave velocity. 

The Rayleigh wave (R) is a »urface wave which is a combined compresslonai and shear wave 
with a plane of oscillation at right angles to the surface and parallel to the direction ol propaga- 
tion. Its velocity Is dependent on frequency and is dUpersive. Shear-wave velocity for shallow 
depths may be estimated from theae surface-wave velocltie». An approximate relation between 
Cg and CR IS: 

Cft       (0.17 »O.ltfiCj 

The elaatic proprrtte» of a solkd may be «Ictcrtbcd by two elaatic con»lanls.   Three «4 the»e 
constant» are the bulk mouulua (k), the mtxtulu» of rigidity (u), ami PoUsfin*» ratio UK   The 
bulk moüulu» (k) i» drhmnJ a» the ratio brtwrvn applied pressure and fractional change in volume 
for a unllurm hytlro%lalir comprrknton.   The ricidtty tmidulu« (ul i» defined a» the ratio between 
»hear »trc»* ami »lu-ar >irain.   Pui»»t>n'a ratiu u u fined a» tl*e ratio betwern lateral contraction 
ami l.MH:ttuttuul e*i<-n*ia«t at a »**lui »iih fr»-»- Ut« r il »urfaeeik.    U i» rctaud in {kl aittl [u, by 
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-  •/. Ü^Ll 

The comprüMÄional and »hcai 

(Equation t.l) 

•Wiivc velnritlc» CL and €$> measured by küUmlc method^ arc 

'     '     '     I     '     i     r 

Plftirt 1.7 Seiimic velocity ratio« versus Polaao«*« ratio. 

C|-'rp  J   '[TnT^rrrsfJ 
i/t 

[5]",• [!(lü.Ij] 
l/t 

(equation 1.2) 

(C^ualtrt« 1.3) 

U^rre p U ihr denüiy aiul R i« Yo^M^c,• ««lulu«.   In^nintf CquatiM» l.a and 1.3 l« Cquailoo I.I 

l-KCi/Ci)1 

r*»r |*«*Hv»t lluli!». U        0.  C^        0  jn«! 
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TAIIU: U4    mHSStiN'ti HATIU KOIt suMK MATKittAIJi 

A pltil of «f wrMi« CyC^ »ml C^/C^ U »hnwn In Kltfurv 1«^* 

Üravel «.4T ifoforvnev 7 
LWNM, »Iry 0.14 Hv(«n.*m-c 7 
Uiv«?r UC|M«U« 0,45 lie (creme 7 
Clny» »Iry 0.47 H«(creme « 

Clay, «wt 0.311 lt«(erence M 
UmvMt«>nw O.i* l<e(erenee 7 
CranlUr 0.2U He (creme 7 
temUUMM O.li He(erem e 7 

For Incompressible matcrlaU. k become» large and a •  % .   For elastic aotlda. 
0 < o < Value» of * for »ome common material» are »hown in Table 1.4. 
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Chapter 2 

PROCEDURE 
Project 1.4 participated on Shot Priscilia of Operation Plumbbob.   Many other projects partici- 
pated on this shot, Including Project 1.3, which provided input data for this project; and Project 
1.5, which made measurements similar to this project.   There were also a number of structural 
projects for which Project 1.4 was designed to provide free-field input data. 

2.1    PREDICTIONS 

In planning an experiment of this type, it is necessary to predict the values of the functions 
to be measured to an accuracy sufficient to allow the sensitivity of each channel of instrumen- 
tation to be set closely enough that satisfactory deflection may be obtained.   For best results 
these values should be within a factor of two of the true values.   A greater range is acceptable 
on channels where dual-sensitivity galvanometers are used.   Predictions are also important In 
the selection of gage ratings to ensure that gages are not over-ranged, thereby introducing non- 
linear Ules.   This section (2.1) Is presented as written before the test; It has not been modified 
in the light of the actual data obtained. 

Directly applicable data, taken in the Frenchman Flat area on underground effects of above- 
ground shots, are limited to those from Tumbler Shot 1 (Reference 2), and Upshot-Knothole 
Shots 9 (Reference 1) and 10 (Reference 9).   The majority of these data were taken from shock 
waves at relatively low pressure levels, except some from Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 at levels 
up to 100 psl with precursor wave forms.   Reference 10 gives some seismic velocities in the 
Frenchman Flat area. 

2.1.1 Input Predictions.   Subsurface phenomena are assumed to be a result of the overpres- 
sure appearing at the surface In the Immediate vicinity of the station.   Table 2.1 show« some of 
the predicted parameters of interest obtained from analyses carried out on the basis of previous 
data (Reference 11). 

2.1.2 Earth Stress.   In general, vertical earth stress may be assumed to be the same as the 
apfUed pressure.   There will be a small change In the slope of the front with depth.   At Stations 
1, 2, and 3, the sharp decay of overpressure behind the front may eat away the peak slightly, 
with an estimated decrease of 25 percent, which Is Insignificant for range-setting purposes. 
Horizontal earth stress Is assumed to one filth the vertical.   This Is consistent with some of the 
prevlouf experimental experience and with probable values of Poisson's ratio. 

2.1.3 Seismic Velocity.   Seismic velocity is not Important per se, but it is Important in pre- 
diction of strain and acceleration.   If one assumes that p *   100 pel and that o *  0.25.then with 
peak stress equal to peak surface overpressure P, PM (P*0, Vmax «  S5.6 PM CL (*n thc «rly 
part of the wave), or C^  •   5S.6 PM/vmax' w^re V^* is the peak particle velocity at the 
ground surface. 

Data f'-om TumL^r-Snappcr Shot 1 and Upsh«»-Knothole Shot 9 in the Frenchman Flat area 
give average value of C^ of 730 ft/sec at 1-foot drplh, 1,220 ft sec at 5-foot depth, and 2,460 
ft see at S0-foot depth.   These values for C^ at Ihr three depths of measurement covered by the 
data are represented bc*t by an exponential form of empirical equation: 

CL       750 y (Kquaiion 2.1) 
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Whcro y denotes the vertical dimension. 
Reference 10 gives the following seismic velocities In the Frenchman Flat area: 

Depth, ft Velocity, ft/sec 

0 to 10 1,200 
10 to 175 2,600 

175 to 650 3,600 
Below 650 10,000 

While these values match well the average C^ results at 5 and 50 feet, they show no differ- 
ence between 1 and 5 feet. This Is unrealistic; particularly since the abrupt velocity change at 
10 feet is not consistent with the profile of soil observed In excavations. 

It must be observed that these data were derived from a refraction survey, where the prl- 
TAßLE 2.1   SHOT PRISCILLA INPUT PREDICTIONS 

" . Ground Arrival Itorizonui U'avo I "" I I Z Z 
Station _ _. „ , - Pma« pi P» Ti T«  Range     Tim«      Veloctty     Form      max      i        » i        » 

ft msec       (t/iec "*"     psi      psi     psi     msec msec 

I 450 99 6.400 0 750 750 — 0 — 
2 550 117 5.000 0 600 600 — 0 — 
3 650 137 6,700 0 450 450 — 0 — 
4 750 152 6.100 1 320 280 40 5 7.5 

5 850 167 5.600 I 200 110 120 5 12.5 

6 1,050 205 4.800 l 100 CO 70 S 20 
7 1,350 275 3.900 1 50 30 40 5 20 

mary data were arrival time versus ground range from small shots.   When these primary data 
art reconstructed from the reported conclusions, they fit well an empirical exponential equation, 

tx »  0.0015 x0-11 (Equation 2.2) 

Where x denotes the horizontal dimension.   According to Blondeau's derivation (Reference 12), 
this would correspond to a vertical variation of velocity, 

CL  ■   1.160 y*'1 (Equation 2.3) 

There is a considerable difference between Equations 2.1 and 2.3, but the best compromise, 
which does serious violence to neither, appears to be: 

CL  •   1,000 y1" (Equation 2.4) 

2.1.4 Earth Strain.   With the same assumptions used fur culculations of C^, it may be shown 
that vertical strain, S, may be expressed as: 

S  •   SMPM/CL1   •  5.6 A lO-^y-*-1 (Equation 2.5) 

2.1.5 Earth Acceleration.   Data from Operations Tumbler-Snapper and Upshot-Knothole of 
the average values u( P^ A (ratio peak overpressure in psi to peak vortical acceleration in 
g-unlts) fit well the exponential equation, 

A        1.6< I'M y"111 (Equation 2.6) 

Thts is for »iiiu K-AUVC input at prc»»uri' U-vels bctwot'tt 10 .uui 25 p>i.    If the rl*»' Um*" w^n* 
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constant, A mi^ht be expected to vary Inversely as the seismic velocity, I.e., In the same way 

From Equations 2.1 and 2.5, 

Vmax      0.056 PMy-0" (Equation 2.7) 

From normal mechanics, If one assumes the rise of velocity to resemble a half cosine-wave, 

A  =  0.0975 Vm;lx/TR (Equation 2.8) 

From Equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, then 

TR =  0.0033 y 0< (Equation 2.9) 

In other words, the steeper slope of acceleration with depth Is explained by the Increase of 
TR with depth.   Since TR Is the duration of the rise of particle velocity,  V, It should also be 
the duration of the first acceleration pulse.   Data on Tg yield average values of 3.25, 7.5, and 
30 msec at 1, 5, and 50 feet, respectively, corresponding to the exponential TR  ■ 0.00325 y0*", 
a negligible difference from Equation 2.9. 

Equation 2.6 can be used to predict peak accelerations at Stations 1, 2, and 3.   At subsequent 
stations, however, TR Is affected by the finite rise time of the Input-pressure wave.   In the case 
of a precursor-type wave form, the rise time of the Input wave can be quite long.   B one can add 
geometrically, the Influence of depth and Input pressure upon rise time, (TR > V'Ty2 + Tp2), then 
one may calculate TR for each depth and calculate A from Equations 2.4 and 2.5. 

*inax 0.00542 PM y-0l,/TR (Equation 2.10) 

Horizontal accelerations are arbitrarily taken as one third the vertical.  Although experience 
to date Indicates a considerable scatter In this ratio. It appears to be always less than one. 

2.2    INSTRUMENTATION 

2.2.1 Central Station.   All central-station channels of Instrumentation used on Project 1.4 
were essentially Identical to those used on a number of previous projects, Including Operation 
Teapot Project 1.10 (Reference 13).   Wlancko 3-kc osclllatorf supplied carrier power to the 
transducers themselves and to modified Wlancko demodulators.   The demodulated signal was 
applied to William J. Miller Corporation oscillograph recorders.   Provisions were Included 
for applying automatically a synthetic calibrating signal to each chamul Immediately prior to 
zero time to compare the final deflection on the record with the deflection produced by the same 
signal at the time of calibration.   An accurate timing signal of 100 cps and 1,000 cps was also 
applied to all recorders simultaneously from a single source having a time accuracy of better 
than 10 parts per million.   This provided means for time correlation of records to a high degree 
of accuracy.   Since the same central station equipment was used for Projects 1.3, 1.7, and 3.5, 
this time correlation could be extended to Include dHa obtained on Project 1.4. 

The prime power supply for all Instruments during the shot was a bank of storage batteries. 
Suitable converters were used to produce 115-volts ac for components requiring this power 
source.   An t: dividual converter was used for each rectifier power supply, thus minimising 
the possibility of gross failure due to converter fallurs. 

On this project, 62 gage channels were connected.   Of these, 22 were connected to dual- 
recording systems, consisting of one galvanometer on each of two recorders.   These dual 
channels were assigned to tho^i* gagr* which were considered to be most important to minimise 
loss of important data due to any recurcler failure.   On 6 of thCM* 22 channels, one of the tfal* 
v..aoiiu.u-i > us»rU had a natural frequency of 200 cps. and the remainder lu'i a natural ffquoncy 
ol 30u cp».   The* channels incorporattni; one 200-tpa galvanometer were u»«'J <vn ^es wh«T.' 
uncertainly of Ihr predicted peak was greatest and where Ihe expected sipul WUJ» »».eh a» nol to 
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be dcBradod appreciably by the? reduced response of the lower frequency galvanometer.   Since 
there was an appreclabl« difference In the sensitivity of the galvanometers thus used on a single 
channel» a wider range of Input signal could be accommodated without loss of data (provided both 
recorders operated properly). 

Instruments were powered at suitable times before zero time by Edgerton, Ger meshausen, 
and Grler (EG&G) relay circuits, with lock-In relays controlled by a time-delay relay to continue 
operation for approximately 1 minute after zero time, even though EG&G relays dropped out 
sooner.   Utmost attention was paid to circuitry and procedures to Insure maximum reliability 
of operation.   EXial-relay contacts or dual relays were used wherever feasible. 

A multlpen recorder was connected to provide a record of time and sequence of operation of 
various elements so that any failure which might occur could be traced to Its source In a posttest 
study. 

The recording shelter was burled to a depth sufficient to reduce the Integrated radiation dosage 
within the shelter to below 10 r to avoid radiation fogging of the recording paper. 

2.2.2 Stress Gages.   The basic earth-stress gage used In these tests was a modification of 
that originally designed by R.W. Carlson for the measurement of static stress In foundations 
and grades.   The gage consisted of two flat circular plates with thin flexible edges attached at 
the edges so as to be separated by a narrow space filled with oil.   A pressure gage was arranged 
to measure the pressure In this oil as a measure of the actual component of the stress In the me- 
dium In which the gage was buried. 

Two variations of this gage were used.   For the low pressures, a Wiancko variable-reluctance 
pressure gage covered by a housing was used In an Identical construction to those used on pre- 
vious projects (Reference 3).   For pressures above 300 psl, a special diaphragm-type transducer, 
manufactured by Ultradyne Engineering Company, was used in place of the Wiancko transducer 
(Figure 2.1) This variable-reluctance transducer was electrically similar to the Wiancko, but 
was mechanically smaller in size so that the projecting housing was smaller. 

2.2.3 Strain Gages.   The earth-strain gages used were of a new type designed for the purpose 
and shown In schematic form in Figure 2.2.   The gage Is shown unassembled In Figure 2.3 and Is 
shown Instilled In Figure 2.4.   Fundamentally, the gage consisted of a linear differential trans- 
former, which measured the change in spacing between two anchors, separated by 2 or 3 feet, 
•et Into the side of a large hole before the hole was backfilled.   One of these anchors supported 
the body of the transformer enclosed in a protective housing, and the other carried a light tubu- 
lar rod, at the far end of which was attached the movable core of the transformer.   The position 
of this core could be adjusted after installation.   For calibration, the adjusting nuts could be used 
as a micrometer by turning them one full turn it a time.   The linear differential transformer was 
connected through a transformer to the normal Wiancko hall-bridge circuit by the standard three- 
conductor cable. 

2.2.4 Acceleroireters.   Accelerometers used were the standard Wiancko variable-reluctance 
accelerometers used on previous tests (Reference 2).   They were enclosed in protective canis- 
ters of two types: one type carried a single vertical arrelerometer; the other was used where 
horizontal as well as vertical measurements were desired and carried two mutually perpendicular 
accelerometers. 

2.2.5 Instrument Response.   The Wiancko gage and its associated recording system was 
basically flat down to steady-state conditions, due to its design as a carrier-demodulator system. 
No corrections were required therefore for its low-frequency response.   The high-frequency 
response was limited either by the characteristics uf the galvanometers used or by the dynamic 
characteristics of tfce transducers.   The (nominal) 300-cps galvanometers had an undamped 
natural frequency of 315 to 340 cp» ami were damped to have an overshoot of approximately 7', 
percent.   This corri-sponded io a damping factor of approximately 0.65 critical and provided a 
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Figure 2.1 Earth stress gage; 
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Figure 2.2 Schenulic. eurlh »train gu^e. 
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nomiiuil rise time of 1.3 m.soL'.   The »omliuil 200-cps i;alvunomotors hud a corroApoiullntily 
longer rise Urne of upproxlnutuly 1.8 msec. 

The accelfromeler.s varied widely In M nsltivlty and maximum ran^e and consequently In un- 
damped natural frequency.   In general, those used at high-pressure stations and near the surface 
wnro low-sensltlvlty, hl'^h-range Instruments with a hltfh n;ihiral frrqumry; and those used at 
low-pressure stations, particularly at greater depths, were more sensitive Instruments with 
lower natural frequencies.   Where the high-range Instruments were used, the overall frequency 
response was limited by the galvanometer response.   Where the low-range Instruments were 
used, the limiting frequency response was generally that of the accelerometcr. 

The frequency-response characteristics of the Carlson stress gages were difficult to deter- 

rsK3 

Figure 2.3 Earth strain gage, unassembled. Figure 2.4  Earth «train gage, initalled. 

mine ImpllclUy since they were affected signillcanlly by loading of the earth on the gages; 
however, the basic gage was known to have a response similar to that of the pressure gage alone. 
It Is believed that the overall response was limited by that of the galvanometers.   Similarly, the 
response time of the earth-strain gages was difficult to ascertain exactly, but measurements 
indicated that for the short span used the respond tim<* was far shorter than the rise times in- 
dicated on the final record»; therefore, no distortion from this cause was attributed to the gages. 

2.2.6 Calibration.   Each gage was calibrated In the field after it had been connected to its 
associated cable and recording equipment and immediately prior to its final installation in the 
earth.   Carlson stress gages were calibrated by the application of direct air pressure.   Accel- 
erometers were calibrated by the use of a spin table which produced accelerations up to about 
200 g.   Where higher acreicrations titan 200 g were anticipated, gages were calibrated to that 
figure in the field, ami thts calibration was extrapolated on the basis of linearity checks made 
previously in the laboratory.   Earth-strain gages were calibrated by the introduction of dircctly- 
measured deUectiotis an ihv gages in place. 

In tin» c.ilibratirn prtcidure Several defleetUms ranging from /.*ro to well above ihv «xpectid 
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peak (where posblble) were applied to each ^e In sequence.   Each galvanometer deflection was 
noted ami recorded.   In addition, the deflection caused by an artificial signal (cal signal) Injected 
Into the gage circuit was recorded.   From the former deflection, a calibration curve of deflec- 
tion versus peak reading could be constructed.   The cal signal served to correct for any changes 
of sensitivity of the recording system between calibration and the final test since an Identical 
signal was Injected on the final record about 10 seconds before zero time. 

2.3    EXPERIMENT PLAN 

2.3.1 Gage Placement.   Gages were located at several depths In two sizes of holes.   At five 
stations, the holes were 30 Inches In diameter by 10 feet deep, and at two other stations the 
holes were 5 feet In diameter by SO feet deep.   Stress gages and acceleromcters were placed 
In small excavations In the sides of the holes, and backfill material was carefully tamped around 
the gages by hand to ensure proper contact with the formation before the general backfilling pro- 
ceeded.   Strain-gage anchors were cemented Into the walls of the large holes to make good con- 
tact with the undisturbed formation and to minimize the effect of the difference between charac- 
teristics of the backfill and of the original formation.   In addition, every effort was made In 
backfilling to return the material as nearly as possible to Its original condition. 

The specifications for preparation of backfill material and for tamping procedures were set 
up by Project 3.8 (Reference 14) on the basis of laboratory tests conducted at Waterways Exper- 
iment Station (WES) on samples of material from the area.   These specifications were directed 
toward restoring the dynamic modulus rather than the density and required careful control of 
the water content at slightly below Proctor optimum, with somewhat greater than normal tamp- 
ing effort.   Riring backfilling, control of procedure was assisted by the frequent sampling and 
analysis of the backfill in the field by Project 3.8.   Samples for record were also taken by that 
project and arc reported in Reference 14. 

2.3.2 Gage Coding.   For identification of channels and recorded traces with their proper 
gages, a systematic coding was adopted.   A station number was assigned to each gage station; 
these numbers were used as a first part of the gage code.  The second part of the gage code 
was a letter Indicating the type of measurement.   For this project V was used for vertical 
acceleration,  H for horizontal acceleration,  CV for vertical stress, CH for horizontal stress, 
and SV for vertical strain.   A third part of the code indicated the depth of the gage (in feet) 
below the surface. 

Typical gage code numbers would then be 3V5 for Station 3 vertical acceleration at 5-foot 
depth; 4CV30 for Station 4 vertical stress at 30-root depth, etc. 

2.3.3 Gage Layout.   The gage layout (Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2) was selected to provide the 
maximum of basic data on phenomenology and at the same time to provide maximum coordination 
with other projects.   Stations 4 and 6 were placed at ground ranges where predicted peaks of ap- 
plied pressure of approximately 300 and 100 psi, respectively, were expected.   At these loca- 
tions, measurements were made of acceleration, stress, and strain, at a number of depths down 
to 50 feet. Including two measurements each of horizontal acceleration and horizontal stress. 
The remaining stations were chosen to correspond to aboveground stations of Project 1.3 and to 
cover a wide range of input pressure levels.   At these stations, measurements were made of 
vertical acceleration ind stress at depths of 5 and 10 feet only. 

2.3.4 Seismic Measurements.   It was considered desirable to obtain data on seismic propa- 
gation velocitt«*s and their variation with iKpth, particularly in the first 100 feel, to ussi»: in 
interpretation of final data from this project.   To obtain the*e seismic data, a program was 
conducted In the area üurin£ the preparaltuiul ptuüe of operations prior to the »tat.   Furure 2.0 
»how* the locution o( *hot holes and Inu» us»eit in this work.   Shot Points I and 2 were 200-fooi 
h;»U». or^inatly tlrtlKU dry. Uit Iln»t»!i tl (»efm-e uae (Sevtio» 2.4).   Shot Point 3 was a «inritar 
10Q-lo>4 hole drilled bit r to t h«rk UM* UMIII* from the lir>t two.    In UIVM.- Me-», »mall i haru» » 
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wt're Hol off at varlou« duplh» lu the holes, and «eophoue» were placed near the top of the hole 
aswt at 50 and 100 fed from the hole to measure the arrival times to dutermlno vortical compres- 
slonal wave velocities. 

Shot Point 4 was a 10-foot hole used In an experimental program In an effort to measure 
shear wave velocities.   Shot Points IR, 2R, and 3R were also lO-frwt holes u.sed for a refrac- 

3TA.     OR 

Q    62 

•       1050'    O   •(»ftOJCCT 1.7 ) 

9   VERTICAL   ?™f".V">. AN0 20 FT 

O. VERTICAL     ACCELERATION,   5  AND  10 FT 
OERTM 

VERTICAL    STRESS.   5   AND   10   FT   OEPTM 

•    VERTICAL    ACCEL   .  t .5. l0, f 0, SO.ANO  SOFT 
OERTM 

VERTICAL    STRESS.  I, 5,1 O. 20, 50.AND 50 F T 
OERTM 

HORI20NTAL    ACCEL . 10 AND 50 FT   OERTM 

H0RI20NTAL    STRESS, 10 AND 50 FT OERTM 

VERTICAL    STRAIN.   $.10, 20, SO.ANO 50 FT 

OERTM 

I S80'  6 Figure 3.5 Gage layout. 

tion prof lit to determine horizontal vclocitlea.   In making the refraction profile, the geophone 
spread waa left In one position and the shot point moved progtesslvely out to a final offset of 
900 feet from the end of the spread. 

Results of these measurements are reported In Chapter 3. 

2.4    FIELD OPERATIONS 

Field operations on this project were concurrent with those for Projects 1.3, 3.5, and th*» 
Instrumentation for Project 1.7 and were performed by the sanie personnel.   A common recor^ - 
ing shelter was used, and the data elannels were intermingled.   In most cases, common cable 
trenches were u«ed. 

At the time the field crew arrived at the NTS, the only construction requirements completed 
for this project were the drilling of ihe 50-fool holes for gage» and of two :00-foot holes for 
seismic measurements.   The former were protected by local dikes from a subsequent general 
flood, but the latter were covered with water for »everal day«. 

The recording shelter was ready for ocvupamy 10 day« after the crew arrived al the tc»l 
»lie. ami equipment wj» promptly in*UUcd.   Cable-trenching operulion. *ere delayed so that, 
to meet sch-Hlule*. «t wa» net* ssai y M Mart planting and bacUilli«u of undercround gage». 
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Mottt o( UicHü gagutt were therefore calibrated with cables only partly In place and without the 
full cromplement of cable« and «ages connected. 

It la not certain whether thin procedure ha« any effect on the accuracy of calibration«, but 
It watt certainly not optimum.   Calibration and planting of gatte» and luckfllllng of hole* was 
completed about 8 week« after project personnel arrived In the field. 

Seiumlc measurement* were made as opportunities arose.   The two deep shot holes (200 feet) 

setSMOMereR 
SPRCAO 

-• 5P«t2 

•90 FT 

•V^T   V'^ 
I   -Ä IP«* | 

T T30FT CM 

Figure 2.6  Seismic locations. 

were shot after they tod been flooded for several days.   To check the posslblltly that the results 
were affected by water Intrusion» another 100-fooi hole was drilled by Project 3.1 and was shot 
later.   Additional seismic shooting was done on a noninterference basts. 

The records were recovered from the shelter on the ailernoon of D-day.   The recovery opera* 
lion required five persons to be in about a 300-mr hr radiation field for approximately 20 minutes. 
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Chapter 3 
RESULTS 

3.1    INSTRUMENTATION PERFORMANCE 

Of the 64 gage channels Installed on this project, 52 cave usable records, although four 
records were Incomplete due to cable breaks during the active period of recording.   Of the four 
rabies broken, three were associated with the gages at one station (Station 5, 850-foot ground 
range).   The only apparent explanation for this behavior was that the finger cable trenches off 
the main 8-foot deep trench were too shallow at this station for adequate protection of the gage 
cables. 

Of the 52 usable gage records, one record (6CV20) showed a peculiar wave form indicative 
of gage overload; although its value »-as limited, some information may be obtained from this 
record. 

Of the 12 channels producing no record, six were lost due to failure of one oscillograph to 
pull recording paper throughout the run.   This camera ran for about 10 seconds after turn-on 
(until minus 5 seconds) before the recording paper tore and jammed.   The other six failures 
were apparently due to breaks in the cables or faulty cable-plug connections.   Some of ttase 
dllflculties were detected before the shot, but too late to repair; some were apparently caused 
by strains or Jarring Introduced during the backfilling operations.   It appears that the straln- 
gage design used on this project was particularly susceptible to electrical shorts and/or cable - 
continuity difficulties.   Much of this might be eliminated by an Improved cable-connection system. 

There was no definite evidence of record disturbance caused by the electromagnetic transient 
at zero time.  All traces remained within the boundaries of the recording paper.  Some gages, 
particularly the stress and Intermediate depths, produced small deflections which reduced the 
accuracy of the data obtained. 

No evidence of radiation fogging was observed on any of the recordings obtained on this project. 
The data obtained for Project 1.7 was transmitted to the appropriate agenry for analysis. 

3.3 DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES 

3.3.1 General.   After each gag? record was identified on the oactllograms, they were read 
(Inches of deflection of record versus time) with an electromechanical reader, 8enson*Lehner 
"Oscar" Model J.   The reader output was fed into an IBM card punch, which produced the data 
cards.  These deflection versus time data cards, along with appropriate calibration cards, were 
processed by an IBM Mode) 650 electronic computer.   The final reduced data came out In the 
form of parameter (e. g.. acceleration) versus time listings corresponding to each gage record. 
These listings were then plotted to give data upon which this report is based. 

3.3.3 Integration Procedures.   It was drsirable for the earth acceleration versus time rec- 
ords to successively integrate the results to obtain, first, the particle velocity versus time, 
and second, the particle displacement versus time.   It becomes apparent after only a few at- 
tempts at this integration process that there is a guod tieal of judgment involved in obtaining a 
meanut|£(ul rekult.   The main problems ami their solutions are dtscus»ed fully In Appendix C of 
this report. 

Sufticf tl to say that the itttirfraiUMt prttccdure UtvoUed lite fuUowirn: ti|tctaliuns: 
I.   tn(ft«r4li>tn of tht* as-read accHeiaUtm-limr record lo oU-tin .i*-rc.ul vrlortty-tlme. 
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2. Adjuatmont or the aa-road velocity-time JiaM-Unc to obtain tvru velocity at an appropriate 
time; called corrected velocity-time. 

3. Adjustment of the acceleration-lime liaHellau to be coiuslstent with the vcloclty-llmo ad- 
justment cited In Item 2 nlmvo. 

4. Integration of the adjusted vcloclty-tlme record to obtain the dbplacement-tlmr traro, 
called corrected displacement-time. 

As explained In Appendix C, the corrections as applied usually have little effect upon the as- 
read acceleration, more on the as-read velocity^ and most upon the* displacement. 

The results of the Project 1.4 experiment will be presented in terms of the corrected values 
only; however, the figures and tables will indicate the magnitude of the correctloas (Table 3.1). 

3.3   GAGE RECORDS AND TABLES OF RESULTS 

Figures 3.1 through 3.24 present the slgniflrant portions of the rcplotted gage records ob- 
tained on this project.   Figure 3.1 presents the ovcrprcssure-time records obtained on Project 
1.3 and represents the input air pressure at the ground surface on this shot.   The remaining 

TAULt .1.1    SL'MMAHY OF PKAK SI HKACK oVKHPHKSSfUK.   SHOT PKISCILLA 

CO. cable break. 

Gaif« 
Ground Arrival Maximum Precursor Maximum 

Potfilivc 
PhnM» 

Durution 

Po«ittv« 
Phase 

Impuls« 

Wav« 
Time      Prc3»ui« Time Prv»*ur« Tim« Form 

ft w;c            p»i MC psi »ec cec psi-sec 

IB 4S0 0.10.1         NOTM None S5t.2 0.104 CO — 0 
20 SSO 0.116         39.2 0.1 If 36S.0 0.12« CO — 
30 •so 0.131          31.4 0.134 342.3 0.146 0.169 12.2 
40 TSO 0.14«         2S.0 0.1 SO 22I.T 0.17S 0.200 10.1 

SO SSO 0.1 S3          25.« 0.1M 220.S 0.201 0.23T 11.2 
so I.OSO 0.201          20.S 0.223 104.0 0.2TS 0.329 9.2 
TO 1.350 0.2W       12.0^ 0.30f S».l« 0.394* 0.713* 6.62* 

• 5amlia (Probet l.S) tJaia. 

figures present acceleration-time, velocity-time, displacement-time, stress-time, and strain- 
time data In that order.   Included In these figures are the times of arrival; designation of peak 
values; and where applicable, the air-pressure arrival (AD) at the ground surface over the gage. 

All the records are plotted to the same time scale; however, to obtain the best compromise 
between economy of space and faithful reproduction of the details of the records, it was neces- 
sary to group the records and use several different ordinate scales. 

3.3.1  Overpressure.   The pertinent overpressure-time records fron Project 1.3 are pre- 
sented in Figure 3.1. and the data are listed in Table 3.1.   Referring to the pressure-time plots, 
it is apparent that, although a definite precursor wave formed on the Shot Prise ills main blast- 
line, the ground level overpressure at Station I USO-foot range) was characterised by a clean 
(Type 0; see Appendix A) wave form.   However, fhe longer than normal rise time of «Unit S 
msec gave some evidence of thermal disturbance at this station.   The record at Slatioa 2 (550- 
foot range), although incomplete due to a cable break, showrd that the precursor wave formed 
between the 4S0- and SSO-foot range.   Subsequent pressure records documented the development 
a| the pircursor wave in detail.   One of the mast »i^nifurant characteristics of this set of rec- 
ords with respect to ground motion was thai the ri»e lime to peak pre»»ure associated with the 
main pul»e increasr<l with increasing ground tan,.,  and drcteasinj: pe^k pressure.   Also as the 
distance from ground «rru increased, the prr. ur».»r »a\.- fr.i«i |r-.t the n-am »»*H-k I7 löRger 
and lnm;cr times. 

3.3.;   r.afth AcitUutt'Hi.    FUUM» 3.: tht  M^h 3.0 V: 
arctU*ration «tat« viU^im»! UII l»r«>j.-*l 1.4.    1« •!«>»• .'»^ur« 

3S 

-.» r-.t th«- rr|'l-j««-d reco« !» nt earth 
», the air-!'*.i»l arrivai !t:ne at v a. h 
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»tatlon Is designated by the vertical line labollcd AB on each plot, und the arrival time, time of 
peak, and peak acceleration are Indicated.   In addition, the magnitude of the baseline correction 
applied to each accclerailon-tlme record Is indicated by a dashed line which designates the base* 
line before correction. 

The vertical acceleration versus time curves are mainly cliaractcrized by a single sharp poak 
of acceleration In the downward direction, often preceded by minor disturbances.   It is obvious 
that the, latter are produced by the precursor and the former by the larger main peak of air blast. 
The duration of the main sharp peak increased with ground range because of increased rise time 
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Figure 3.6  Horirontal acceleration versus time, Station 6 (GR:   1,050 feet); vertical 
acceleration versus time, Station 7 (GR:   1.350 feet); Shot Priscllla. 

of the input wave; it increased with depth, because of modification of the wave with travel through 
the earth.   At the deeper gages, particularly at Station 6, the wave form became more complex, 
without entirely losing Ihese characteristics.   The horizontal ace tic rations showed somewhat 
similar wave forms, but with the firüt and major deflection« positive (outward from ground zero). 
They leiuled to be »lightly more oscillatory in character, with rather pronoum-cd negative peaks 
following the major positive one». 

T.dile 3.2 pi-est-nt» the corrected acceleration J.»t.i. In a («•* e.i^t'S. tlu- crrterk u»td lor 
nukinv: llu- intfitratioii rorrecllorvs «••re in Minu' l.>ul»t. Thti»f.we. two uulepeist.Vnt clwlces 
wrre irade. and both valueji .»re intlutteiJ tn the t.ihte (MI- Sitlion 3.3.3 lir more det.iiU». 
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Where dual channels were employed on a single gage, the two results arc shown In the tabli»; 
however, only one of the pair Is plotted In the figures. 

3.3.3 Earth Velocity. The corrected eurtlt velocity versus time plots arc presented In Fig- 
ures 3.7 through 3.13.' The magnitude of the baseline change necessary to obtain zero velocity 
at a specified time Is indicated on each curve; the dashed line designates the baseline of the as- 

IV 9 

0.29 &fc 

-23»-     **-—253 

♦ 5 t  -O.IITS $•«. 

0.23 $•< 

-)4S 

Figure 3.7  Vertical velocity versus time, Station 1 (GR:  450 feet), Shot Priscilla. 

read first Integration.   In general, the wave forma of velocity-time are similar.   At the close- 
in stations, where the precursor is just forming, the curves rapidly rise to maximum velocity. 
However, as the precursor develops, its influence is evident on the velocity response.   Also, 
the velocity peaks tend to become less sharp with increasing depth of measurement. 

The criterion for specification of the time that the velocity is zero was difficult to establish. 
After considerable study, it was decided that, for local air-blast induced effects only, the end 
of the overpressure positive phase would constitute a reasonable criterion for velocity equal to 
tero.   Of course, this criterion nrressarily was only indicative of the c irrections to be made; 
each choice of time of zero velocity had to be made, taking into arcount vny peculiarities which 
appeared on individual records. 

In a few cas^s (for example:   CV5,  Fiw'ure 3.12). twu tliflerent hajwlme correcllon* were 
thought to be equally valid.    Fur lluise, both value» are Ljrrud through. :\t\A the two dusjUce- 
ment value» are tlrti'rmimd. 

The data obtained from the turrteud earth vt-li** dy ii|ot,i are tabutalcd m TaM* 3.2. 
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Figure 3.10  Vertical velocity versus lime, Station 4 (CR: 750 feet), 
Shot PriscilU. 
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3>3«4 Earth Dtapiaccmont,   Figures 3.14 through 3.17 probcnt the corrected earth üLs|iluce- 
ment vcrdu« time plots, which arc obtained from the double Integration of the accclcrometer 
records; the pertinent data are tabulated In Table 3.2.   Included In Table C.l (Appendix C) is 
the approximate uncorrccted peak displacement; that Is, the displacement obtained by double 
Intogration of as-read acceleratlon-tlmc without correction to zero velocity. 

In general, the wave forms of the displacement plots arc similar, exhibiting, like the veloc- 
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Figure 3.13  Horisonul velocity versus time. Station 6 (CR:   I.OSO fed): vrrtical 

velocity vcrsu* lime. Station 7 (OR:   1.350 feet); Shot PrtsciUa. 

ity r.-sultA,  inrcanitttl! lime «>f rise to p«Mk .tmphiuUt* f»»r increa>u»^ griiuiul ransje.   Tht« effect 

of (he prrcurator upon dt>pl:u-<. ment I» nhvt«Ai» at Station 6 IMI to 4 mm h l*-.»-»«'r dcicrrv 41 Iht- 

Cl ^» r ^Jifr station*. 
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3.3.5   Earth Stress,   The earth stress-tlmo plots from Project 1.4 arc shown In Figures 
3.13 through 3.23.   Included In each figure, for comparison, is a plot of the overpressurc-tlme 
record obtained at each station. 

It is seon that, with few exceptions, the wave forms of these plots, particularly those from 
shallow gages, are similar to thouc of applied air-pressure.   At the greater depths, the time of 

K «0 103 S«e 
»n -0 116 '..tt 

0,23 Ste 

Figure 3.18  Vertical stress versus time, Station 1 (GR:  450 feet); 
Station 2 (GR: 550 feet); Shot Priscllla. 

rise to peak stress is increased, and at Station 6 the effect of the precursor wave is evldeu... 
Three records, 6CV5B, 6CV!0B, and 6CV20B, obtained from Project 1.7 and burled near Proj- 
ect 1.4, Station 6, (Figure 2.5), are included in Figure 3.22.   These records will be considered 
auxiliary data and will be included in the analysis of results.   It Is apparent that, whereas at 
the 5-foot depth the primary and auxiliary stress records are comparable in wave form, the 
records at 10- and 20-foot depths are not similar in form.   Actually, the auxiliary records 
seem more reasonable; this will be discussed more fully in Chapter 4. 

The horizontal stress-time plots appear to exhibit the same general wave form as the vertical 
component. 

Stress data are given in Table 3.3. 

3.3.6  Earth Strain.   Figure 3.24 presents the plots of the reduced earth strain records ob- 
tained, with peak values marked similarly to those of acceleration.   It Is seen that, while only 
two of these records are complete, three others give fragmentary information.   The Intermittent 
nature of these records is apparently caused by momentary contact of broken cables or connec- 
tors caused by earth motions. 

The two complete strain records show wave forms which rise to a peak about the time of the 
peak stress, but decay less rapidly and to a constant value which represents the permanent 
(residual) strain.   This wave form is apparently followed by the fragmentary record of 6SV30, 
but that of 4SV30 implies a final value of strain which is negative, unless that portion of the 
record is dlsplact d.   The abrupt chant's in strain observed on lh«> 4SV10 plot (near 0.180 sec- 
ond) ami GSV30A (near 0.280 second) nuke these results somewhat suspect.   One would not ex- 
pect the strain In soil to vary in ih.il nunner. 
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TAULE 3.a    SUMMAKY OF STRKSS DATA,  SHOT  PIUSCILLA 

NH. no record; PI, data Imieterminate; and CB. cyble Uieak. 
Time of 
Maximum 
Negative 

Gage 
Ground   Gage   Arrival 
Range    Depth    Time 

First 
Positive 

Peak 

Tim« of First 
Positiv« Peak 

Maximum 
Positive 

Time of 
Maximum 
Positive 

Maximum 
Negative 

P»l psi sec pal 

ICVS 450 5 0.114 104.1 0.129 213.7 0.147 — — 
1CV10 450 10 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
2CV5 550 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
2CV10 550 10 0.130 203.5 0.136 203.5 0.136 208.2 0.143 
3CV5 650 5 0.138 24.2 0.141 220.6 0.158 — — 
3CV10 650 10 0.149 205.8 0.168 211.8 0.174 7.79 0.285 
4CV1 750 1 0.146 18.9 0.150 214.9 0.175 19.3 0.415 
4CV5 750 5 0.151 42.3 0.159 181.5 0.183 34.1 0.300 

4CV10 750 10 0.164 11.8 0.172 46.6 0.197 —   
4CV10A 750 10 0.164 7.11 0.167 42.2 0.190 — — 
4CV20 750 20 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
4CV20A 750 20 0.168 28.4 0.180 28.4 0.180 — — 
4CV30 750 30 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
4CV30A 750 30 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
4CVÖ0 750 50 0.197 114.4 0.211 132.2 0.250 — — 
4CVS0A 750 50 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 

4CH10 750 10 0.157 20.5 0.165 94.2 0.192 13.0 0.37S 
4CH50 750 50 0.199 10.0 0.212 14.9 0.247 3.98 0.207 
4CH50A 750 50 0.199 10.4 0.220 14.7 0.248 4.36 0.207 
5CV5 8S0 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
5CV10 850 10 0.181 48.6 CB 0.219 CB 48.6 CB 0.219 CB CB CB 
6CVI 1.050 1 0.204 27.6 0.227 74.5 0.273 8.97 0.515 
«CV5 1.050 5 0.207 14.8 0.228 94.4 0.281 8.58 0.530 
6CVSB 1.050 5 0.205 13.3 C.221 56.5 0.279 12.2 0.445 

«CVIO 1.050 10 0.213 DI DI 54.5 0.283 33.6 0.220 
ecvioA 1.050 10 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
6CV10B 1,050 10 0.208 30.1 0.238 160.1 0.288 — — 
6CV20 1.050 20 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
SCV20A 1.050 20 0.219 DI DI DI DI 91.9 0.260 
6CV20B 1,050 20 0.216 5.38 0.254 19.4 O.Jll 1.24 0.525 
«CV30 1.050 30 0.230 3.40 0.271 7.47 0.30;. 4.79 0.256 
6CV30A 1.0&0 30 0.930 2.64 0.272 5.93 0.303 S.99 0.255 

6CV50 1.050 SO 0.256 2.99 0.270 21.7 0 314 2.25 0.500 
6CVS0A 1.050 50 0.256 01 DI 23.6 0.316 2.72 0.525 
«CH10 1.0S0 10 0.216 6.44 CB 0.286 CB 6.44 CB 0.286 ca CB CB 
6CHS0 1.050 50 0.261 9.640 0.298 9.64 0.298 0.438 0.485 
•CHSOA 1.050 50 0.281 8.68 0.297 8.6« 0.297 —. — 
7CV5 1.350 5 0.270 t.ÄI 0.334 28.3 0.106 0.501 0.363 
7CV10 1.350 10 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
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Table 3.4 prevents the basic strain data obtained.   For convenience, peak air pressure ami 
peak measured stress are Included. 

3.4    SEISMIC MEASUREMENTS 

The seismic measurements were made to obtain data to aid In the Interpretation of the below- 
ground effects on this project.   The first phase of the program was the determination of the 
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Figure 3.21   Horizontal stress versus time, Station 4 (CR:  750 feet); vertical 
stress versus time, Station S (CR:  850 feet): Shot Priscilla. 

variation of velocity (C^) with depth, particularly in the first 100 feet.   Vertically drilled holes 
were used for this purpose.   Small dynamite charges were fired at various depths in these holes, 
and geophones were placed near the tup of the hole and at distances of SO and 100 feet from the 
hole.   The arrival times were measured and plotted againsi depth to determine the compressional 
wave velocities (C^) in a vertical dim-lion. 

The second phase of ihe seismic prngram consUicJ of makiitg u seismic refraction profile to 
determine (he seismic horuimtal velocities und their variation wtth dt-pth.    Figure 2.6 shows the 
location of »NH holen and rt-truction spread UäVU m the üeUmic pro^r.un und their relation to the 
bU»t hue.    rXinn^ lhi> part »if tJu« program an fffort was .il^o nude to j!« «w r.itr shear wave» and 
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measure shear-wave velocities; however, no success was met In the attempt to measure shear- 
wave velocity directly.   However, some short «prffart», using only a blasttnu rap and hammer 
blows for energy, were set out and Raylelgh waves were recorded.   From these Raylclgh veloc- 
ities an approximation of the surface shear-wave velocity was made. 

3.4.1  In Situ Seismic Velocities.   The seismic velocities In a vertical direction were meas- 
ured by detonating small dynamite charges (K/k to iVt pounds) at a number of depths In three shot 
holes (see Section 2.3.4) with detectors placed at the surface.   The horizontal velocities were 

TABLE 3.4    SUMMAKY OF STRAIN  DATA,   SHOT PIUSCILLA 

NRt no record; and CB, cable break.      

Gage 
Ground   Gage   Arrival   Maximum 
Range    Depth    Time      Positive 

Tim« of 
Maximum 
Positive 

Maximum 
Negative 

Time of 
Maximum 
Negative 

Retiidual 
Strain 

Time of 
Residual 
Strain 

ppk« sec ppk« ppk< 

4SVS 750 3 0.150 p.si 0.194 — — 6.60 0.309 CB 
4SVSA 750 5 0.150 8.78 0.195 — — 7,84 0.309 CB 
4SV10 750 10 0.172 15.1 0.187 0.233 0.176 15.1 0.287 CB 
4SV20 750 20 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
«SV20A 750 20 NR NR Nil NR NR NK NR 
4SV30 750 30 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
4SVS0 750 50 0.185 7.58 0.248 — — 3.65 7.50 
48VS0A 750 50 0.185 7.86 0.249 — — 3.70 4.80 

6SVS 1,050 5 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
6SV10 1.050 10 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
6SV20 1.050 20 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
6SV20A 1,050 20 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 
CSV30 1,050 30 0.220 5.79 0.304 — — 0.758 7.50 
6SV30A 1.050 30 0.220 5.99 0.304 — — 0.730 4.80 
tsvso 1,050 SO 0.209 2.99 0.330 0.034 0.213 0.457 5.70 
•SVSOA 1,050 so NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 

* Parts par thousand. 

determined from the refraction profile by setting out t line of geophones and shooting small 
charges in shallow holes at various distances in line with the geophone spread. 

The results of the vertical seismic profiles shot at the three different positions show the 
variations of the velocities with depth.   Figures 3.2S through 3.27 are plots of the time-depth 
curves at the three hole positions.   While there is some 20 percent lateral variation, all the 
time-depth curves are similar.   (No effects of water intrusion on the vertical velocities was 
apparent in the third hole.) The average-velocity depth and the Interval velocities, determined 
by the increments of the time-depth curves, are also shown in these figures.   It is not implied 
that the interval velocities are as abrupt as shown, but this presentatica is conventional, and 
attempts to smooth the curve are not justified by data of this type. 

The results of the seismic survey do not show the gradual increase of velocity with depth 
that was expected.   The low-velocity layer in the vicinity of 40- to S0-foot depth was not indi- 
cated from previous data taken by earlier refraction surveys (Reference 10).   The refraction- 
survey method has the inherent limiUtton that it cannot detect a low-velocity layer which under- 
lies a high-velocity layer.   When the 50-foot instrument hole was examined, there was no visual 
indication that the playa in the 40- to 50-foot low-velocity region was any different than the upper 
high-velocity material.   One explanation for this low-velocity material would to that rs»e of dep- 
osition for this region was faster than for the rest of the overlaying material.   This higher rate 
would produce material that was not as compact and of a lower modulua and would thus itavc a 
lower velocity. 

The ttm*xp*«ctcd results of the vertical »iiamtc-velocity surveys wert sufficiently different 
fram thoai- a^.sumi-U in the original pretiictions to rau»e some concern 4» to the validity of the 
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proHlctlous.   There was Insufficient Iwckgrouml as to the effects that the velocity Inversion 
would have on the stress and acceleration to justify their moHlflratlon.   The strain, however, 
was considered to be more directly affected by the local modulus, and these predictions were 
modified to take the seismic results Into account»   The revised values arc shown In Table 2.1. 

The results of the refraction profile show four layers having different horizontal velocities 
to a depth of 200 feet.   The surface layer to a depth of 20 feet showed an average velocity of 
1,050 t 100 ft/sec, the second layer, which was 42 feet thick, had an average velocity of 2,260 
ft/sec and the third layer, 106 feet thick, had an average velocity of 2,665 ft/sec.   The fourth 
layer was penetrated only a few feet and showed a velocity of 3,340 ft/sec.   If the seismic pro- 
file had been extended beyond 900 feet along the surface, the depth and velocity of deeper layers 
could have been determined. 

Figure 3.28 shows the travel curve of the refraction profile and a wave-front diagram indi- 
cating the depths and velocities of the various refraction horizons.   The horizontal velocities 
shown by the seismic-refraction work are somewhat greater than the vertical velocities.   This 
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TiMt, Otyii« 
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Figure 3.27  Travel-time data, Shot Point 3, Frenchman Flat, 
is normal and to be expected in multilayered formations.   As staled before, a break in the time- 
travel curve occurs only when a higher velocity layer is below a layer of low velocity.   The ver- 
tical velocities probably give better overall velocity data than the refraction velocities which 
only indicate velocities in specific layers. 

A close examination was made of the refraction records to see if any shear waves were re- 
corded.   No definite arrivals were observed that could be identified as shear waves.   However, 
two short spreads were recorded using geophone intervals of only 30 feet and hammer blows 
and a blasting cap as a source of energy, and Rayleigh waves were observed on thcjc short re- 
fraction profiles.   The results of this survey are shown in Figure 3.29, which shows a Haylcigh 
wave velocity of 575 ft/ sec • 15 percent and a C^ o' 1.520 ft set t 15 percent.   This ijave a 
ratio of C|i CL   -   0.379 (Figure 3.29) which give» 3 PoissoVs ratio { J) oi 0.40 for (he surface 
material to a Jepih of .«|i|*ro«jmately 15 fcvl; -j^ir.^ the extreme value» «f vt locity, one ubtains 
0.22 t. <J t. 0.44. 

3.4 2   V« hüt'.teM in llu kf>H.   During i'ie IM« khlUm: of Ihv lUep -^M:*- hdU* .»I Slat tuns 4 .»tul 
6,  4 getjplwute W4» planled in each l*»le near Ih«* wall at A «!«pth of 0«) f. «\.    Lai«* tn Ih«  pr» .h<»| 
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Operation after backltliing wa» completed, meutfurententa were made of the travel tlmi« of Ihf 
aelftmlc impulse from the geophonc to the surface. 

Small charges consisting of only a blasting cap were fired on the surface.   One charge was 
shot on the opposite side of the hole from that where the geophonc was planted and the other 
charge S feet away from the edge of the hole above the geophone (also 5 fci'l oft vertical).   The 

Figure 3.29 Refraction survey, short-span instrument array. Frenchman Flat. 

travel times through the undisturbed materul were 33 and 36 msec and through the backfilled 
material they were 36 and 37 msec.   These travel times correspond to average velocities of 
1,390 t 40 ft/see and 1,450 t 60 ft/sec.   The average travel time for the first 50 feet from Shot 
Points 1, 2, and 3 showed a time of 24.2 msec which corresponded to an average velocity of 
2,060 ft/sec.   These data imply that the backfill failed to reach the original modulus and that 
the effect of backfilling and moisture content also reached somewhat beyond the edge of the hole. 
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Chapter 4 
DISCUSSION 

Alter a brief description of acceleration and velocity wave form types, the Shot Priscilla ground 
■hock data will be discussed.   Where applicable, the results of the Tumbler, Upshot-Knothole, 
and Jangle shots (Appendix D) will be compared with those from Shot Priscilla.  The main topics 
to be discussed are attenuation of ground shock with depth, earth response as affected by the 
character of air-blast pressure input, local effects versus effects from remote sources, and 
response spectra.   Also included will h» s brief analysi« of deduced stress-strain relations for 
soil. 

4.1 ACCELERATION AND VELOCITY WAVE FORMS 

The moat typical characteristic of ground accelerations induced by the air blast is that there 
is no single ideal wave form.   In the elastic model, the accelerations caused by the direct wave 
appear proportional to the time rate of change of overpressure; hence, one would expect the 
character of the accelerations to change with overpressure wave form.  The integral ol vertical 
acceleration, vertical particle velocity, is perhaps the most familiar of all ground-motion pa- 
rameters since It bears a direct relationship to the overpressure.   Six of the more predominant 
acceleration and velocity wave form types characteristic of the NTS are shown schematically In 
Figure 4.1.   Examples of these wave form types taken from various tests are listed In Table 4.1. 
When the wave form Is Ideal and traveling superseismically, the downward acceientllun Is large 
compared with the following upward accelerations (Figure 4,1a), examples: Records 1V5, 1V10, 
and 2V5 (Figure 3.2).   The resulting velocity is similar to the air pressure, falling oft somewhat 
more rapidly than the pressure and becoming aero before the end of the positive phase of the air 
pressure.   #.* lower peak overpressures, the first downward acceleration Is followed by an up- 
ward peak acceleration of nearly equal or sometimes greater magnitude (Figure 4.1b).   This 
type of wave form is common in small high* explosives charge work even at high overpressures. 

The resulting velocity decreases more rapidly than In Type a and becomes positive prior to 
the end of the positive phase.   The peak upward velocity is always much smaller than the p*ak 
downward velocity, however.   The first indication that the air blast is traveling transselsmlcally 
is an outrunning of the downward acceleration (Figure 4.1c) compared with the sharp onset ol 
acceleration illustrated previously, example:  Record 4V20A (Figure 3.3).   This type of outrun- 
ning, although infrequently observed during nuclear tesu, is common on small high-explosives 
shots. 

The character of the ground acceleration in the precursor region changes markedly as the 
precursor develop* and decays.   Figure 4. Id illustrates a wave form typical of the early stages 
of precursor development, examples:  4V1, 4V$, and SVS (Figures 3.3 and 3.4).   The precursor 
induces accelerations similar to those of Figure 4.1b.   The main pressure wave induces larger 
(since the pressure is much greater) downward accelerations.   The peak upward accelerations 
are low since the pressures are large in thts region.   As the precursor transgresses its various 
stages of development, the air pressure wave form becomes violent, producing the high frequen- 
cy acceleration record of Figure 4.le, example»:  €Vit gvS (Figure 3.S).   As the blast wave 
cleans up, these accelerations may become «null in nugnitude. 

When the refracted tfround «rsve outrun» the locat wave, the fir^t prak vertical sect-!* raiton 
is positive or upward as in Figure 4.If.   The frequencte» a»»ocUird with the remote ioarrc 
accclcratioA» arv much lower that« thu»e of the IOL^I vffcel; OA*rt erf accelerauon is gradual and 
in man>' ca»<-» hardly p«*rttvuWtr; and »occr»»ive t**ak» gruw in maiimiutk» and itn-n «lewy.   Tt*" 
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signals often last for two or three times the positive phase duration of the air blast wave. Al- 
though the accelerations from remote sources are generally small compared with those of the 
local wave, their low frequency results in velocities and displacements which are comparable 
with those of the local wave. 

The arrival of the local effect is identified by a sudden increase in velocity (Figure 4.2), the 
velocity jump, as It Is called in British weapons effects reports    Since the velocity jump may 

Figure 4.1   Schematic diagrams of vertical acceleration and velocity wave forms, 

be superimposed on ascending or descending portions of the remote effect, it represents the 
most probable peak downward value of the velocity.   Furthermore, it bears a direct relationship 
to the overpressure In the same manner as the peak downward velocity in the superselsmlc case. 
The Influence of the refracted wave not only appears ahead of but also behind the arrival of the 
local wave.   Because of this, the peak upward velocities become comparable with the velocity 
jump. Figure 4.3. 

Even though the blast wave may bo superselsmlc, i.e., outrunning is not observed, the sig- 
nal produced by the refracted wave may be sufficient to modiiy the velocities in the later por- 
tions of the acceleration pulse.   Thus, the remote source wave can have marked effects on the 
peak displacements, effects which arc not observed in the peak velocity. 

At depth, outrunning occurs earlier than at the surface, and the accelerations of the direct 
wave are attenuated.   In such cases, the acceleration wave type becomes extremely confused, 
particularly in the precursor region where types d, f, and possibly c emerge.   This combina- 
tion may occur at depths as small as 20 feet, cf., Shot Priscilla gages 4V20A ami 6V30A (Fig- 
ures 3.3 and 3.5). 

4.2    SIGNALS  FROM RKMOTK SOITIICES 

Tin- urigin of Signals fron; sourrrs oihvr than the loral atr-bUst slap \u> IM« n fhM•u^^^t ! 
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(or the general case in Section 1.3.   Figure 4.1 shows the air pressure time of arrival plot for 
the Prlscllla event; also plotted on the figure are the data from the refraction survey taken at 
Frenchman Flat as a part of Project 1.4.   Sliding the seismic curve up the air-blast curve, one 
finds that the surface level outrunning ground range for Prise Ilia was about 2,500 feet, due to a 
signal originating approximately 600 feet closer to ground zero.   However, the plot of Figure 
4.4 does not tell the whole story; it is possible for:  (1) outrunning to occur at closer ranges for 
measurements taken underground; and (2) refracted signals to be manifest on records after the 
arrival of the first signal. 

Therefore, although the Prlscilla acceleration results (measuroments out to 1,350-foot ground 
range) show no outrunning in the strict sense of the term, they show that refracted signals from 
remote sources were present, particularly from the deeper gages.   Notable examples are found 

TABLE 4.1    EXAMPLES OF VERTICAL ACCELERATION WAVE 
FORM TYPES SHOWN IN  FIGURE  4.1 

Wave Form Example» Shot Overpressure 

psi 

a 1V5 Plumbbob, Priscilla 554 
14VI Upshot-Knothole 9 21.5 

b 17V1 Upshot-Knothole 9 11.5 
5V Mole Round 104 78 

c 4V Mole Round 208 >160 

d 4V1 Plumbbob, Priscilla 104 
7V5 Plumbbob, Priscilla 59 
15V1 Upshot-Knothole 10 300 
IV Tumbler 4 45 

e 17VI Upshot-Knothole 10 14.5 
0V1 Upshot-Knothole 10 8.1 

f «V Tumbler I 5.2 
5V Tumbler 2 3.4 
9V2 Mole Round 300 13.8 

* Gage den .{{nation corresponds to that given in reports of these shots. 

at Stations 6 and 7 (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).   Record 6V30A exhibits the type of behavior expected 
when the signals from remote sources arrive after the local precursor slap and the main wave 
slap; however, when this occurs, It is almost Impossible to identify the effect of the refracted 
wave.   Similar behavior Is evident on the TVS and 7V10 records (Figure 3.6); it is likely that the 
low frequency, small amplitude acceleration oscillations beyond about 0.5 second on these rec- 
ords are due to remote source signals. 

ft Is readily apparent that the remote source disturbances are extremely bothersome when 
one is integrating acceleration-time records to obtain velocity and displacement versus time. 
Any criteria which are ordinarily useful for determining the time of zero velocity (Appendix C), 
may be rendered void by the presence of signals from a remote source. 

4.3 ATTENUATION OF GROUND SHOCK WITH DEPTH 

By far the major portion of data which may be used to determine the attenuation of ground 
motion with depth are the measurements on Shot Priscilla.   For this reason, observations made 
on other shots are discussed concurrently with (he Shot Priscilla data. 

4.3.1   Acerlerution (AtUMmation with Depth).   The attenuation with depth of maximum down- 
ward act-elmlion meaauml on Pn.snlla i:i .-iumnurutd in Figure 4.5.    Both the Sun/uH Re- 
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search Institute (Project 1.4) and the SancUa (Project 1.5: Reference 15) data are plotted on the 
figure.   Reference to Fl^re 4.5 shows that between 5- and 10-foot depths the attenuation varies 
between about 30 to 45 percent, except at the 550- and 650-foot ground ranges where the change 
In peak acceleration with depth Is negligible.   There is no apparent explanation for this behavior; 
It is significant that the Sandia data indicated rather sharp attenuaticn at greater depths at a 
range of 650 feet. 

Taking the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) and Sandia data together at 750- and 850-foot 
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Figure 4.4 Alr-bUst time of arrival, Shot PrUcilla, and seismic soil survey. 
Frenchman Flat. 

ranges, it is evident that the tendency is toward a decided decrease in acceleration attenuation 
between 10- and 30-foot depths.   Wave theory gives the following formula for the particle veloc- 
ity at the Interface between two materials after passage of a step pulse: 

V   - 

(Equation 4.1) 

Where <J is the Mres» change across the apprnachlt^ wuvt« front; PjCj Ji the impcd.ttiie of thi* 
nuterul in front of the interfacr; and />:C; is Ihi* inipcrtaiU't' beyond the iirterface.   Thi* »tip 
vrtucity acrns» the approaching (ront is V       * t^Qx ,   Tlnnfort'. the thi-ory su^j;i Ms thf fol- 
lowing:   (1)   if an .**.*ctv|i*rnm*'U'r is» locati •! at or ruar the iranMiion from a hard to a >oU nute- 
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rial, tho peak acccloratlon Is Incruuscd,   (2)  If an acccleromctor Is located at or near the 
transition from a soft to a hard material, the peak aeeeleration Is decreased. 

Reference to the seismic profile measured at Frenchman Flat prior to Prise ilia (Section 
3,4) indicates that the presence of an underlying soft {lower seismic velocity) layer may explain 
the behavior at the 750- and 850-foot ranges on Prise ilia. 

Because the 10-foot deep gage at 1,050-foot ground range was lost, there are no data between 
5 and 20 feet at this station.   At 1,350-foot range, the SRI and Sandla data agree well and Indl- 
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Figuie 4.5  Earth acceleration versus depth, Shot Prlscltla. 

cate no pronounced change in logarithmic attenuation with depth for peak downward acceleration. 
To summarise the attenuation of peak outward horizontal acceleration between 10- and 50- 

foot depths, it is apparent that at the two stations instrumented (7SJ and 1.050 feet) the attenua- 
tion is les» than for the cornapumlini: pc.ik downward component; numerically. U is about 40 
perrrnl for the outward atctUraHu« ami about ÜO pvrct-nl for Ihr downward. 

IVak nt'i'ativr acceleraUiiiis on PriACiUa and Jai^lc S, normali/»4d a^am.v the ptak attiU-ia- 
litjn at 10-Iu«*l dipth, an" »biwn in Figure 4.0. Th«.* IO-f*Mjl tlt|iih ,Aa> rh.)«.. n a.-* a IMäU <»f n n- 
pariMin sinet- «hi- 5-f»M»t d«p(h -.va» n<?« commoi» to lh*'»e üb>. rvalion*.   Tin- tlajkhrd l;<jf» »htiur. 
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tn the figure arc estimates of the confUicuco Unutrf of the correlation.   The Identical data are 
also shown In Figure 4.7 on an exponential plot.   Tii« power law plot of Figure 4.6 appears most 
satisfactory. 

The accelerations at 5-foot depth arc 1.3 t 0.2 times those at 10-foot depth.   Using this figure, 
the Jangle S and Sandla Prlscllla measurements were udjustod to conform to a normalization 
against the acceleration at 5-foot depth, Figure 4.8.   To complete the acceleration data summary, 
the Tumbler observations have also been plotted.   The same confidence limits are shown as in 
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Figure 4.6 Attenuation of vertical acceleration with depth, 
Nevada Test Site (power law attenuation). 

Figure 4.6 and are seen to include 93 percent of all acceleration measurements at the NTS. 
Because of the wide variation in aceeleration-time wave forms, it is well known that analysis 

of peak accelerations alone has only limited value.   Chaniccs of re^ponst with depth will now be 
discussed uslnu the velocity am! disptacemetu data. 

4.3.2   Velocity (AUvmiuHut> wtth fVptht.    I« Kitfure 4.9 are shown llu virticil vcl-xity jump 
at dt'pth reft rrcd to the vt l**cny jump 4l 5-J«.<4 iU pih.   Tl»i maiuu-r of ;»»» »i nUiion ha» U-«*n 
rho^cn \<t ti«* into the carii'LilMm ol Kf,Mit 4.27.   An ixpuiuntUl iUray lu* 4p|)turs to rrpics.-i.t 
Ih«' «Ula U'lttf than a pawt-r U* <!•» ay.   Th« r»  !•» noihuu: lu;t*Um»*tilal .il»>ui this choice I>1 o>«.:- 
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dlnatca; the choice was simply a matter of convcnioncc In providing a straight line extrapolation 
to greater depths. 

Also shown In Fixture 4.9 arc five datum points from Tumbler.   Three of these observations 
arc in excellent agreement with Priscilla data; two arc 50 percent larger. 

On Priscilla, at the two stations (peak overpressures of 275 and 100 psl) where measure- 
ments were obtained down to 50-foot depth, attenuation of peak downward velocity is similar 
for these overpressure Inputs.   There is some indication on the figure that the underlying soft 
layer alfectcd the peak downward velocity at the 100-psl station; however, at 275 psl, the effect 
observed on the peak acceleration (Figure 4.5) is almost completely eliminated. 

The peak outward velocity data from Priscilla shows somewhat less attenuation with depth 
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Figure 4.7 Attenuation of vertical acceleration with depth, 
Nevada Test Site (exponential law attenuation). 

than the downward component at 275-psi overpressure: at the larger ground range (lOO-psi 
overpressure), the outward velocity at SQ-foot depth is actually men* than double that measured 
at 10 feet.   This latter effect can be explained on the bakis uf the tmtuence of ground motion sig- 
nals from remote *ourcc» closer to ground zero. 

The vt-rticjl veloeily-time curve i* »imttar to tl"* i»ver|ire>»urt—Ume curve when ihi« air- 
blaM wave i» äU|>* r»«ismu-.   The veUiriiy peak l», hovevrf, more rouiut« ti jnJ pr«>ure.,»>iv«l)' 
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lags tue wavo front by an increasing amount as the depth Increases.   This lag Is the sum of the 
overpressure rise time plus a lime la^j due to spreading of the acceleration pulse with depth. 
For an Ideal overpressure wave form (no precursor), the latter time difference would corres- 
pond to the rise time of the vertical velocity pulse.   The rise time (corresponding to an Ideal 
overpressure wave form) has been deduced from tlw« Stanford Rest-arch Institute Prlscllla ac- 
celeration and velocity data (corrected for transmission time) and Is shown in Figure 4.10. 
The single satisfactory observation on Tumbler Is also shown and compares surprisingly well 
with the Prlscllla data. 

Still another method has been employed to show how velocity-time traces change with depth. 
The overprossure-tlme records and the velocity-time curves were normalized to their peak 
values; that is, each parameter magnitude was divided by the peak value and the ratio plotted 
versus time.   Figures 4.11 through 4.15 present the results of these normalizations.   Also in- 
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Figure 4.10  Increase in vertical velocity rise time with depth, Frenchman Flat. 

eluded in the figures are the normalized earth stress records, which will be discussed in Sec- 
tion 4.3.4.   The records are aligned so that the peaks coincide and velocity curves are inverted; 
in this way easy visual comparisons can be made of rise times and decay times. 

Due to the many overpressure gage cable breaks. Figure 4.U indicates only limited conclu- 
sions.   It appears that at Stations 1 and 2 (550-psi and 36S-psi peak overpressure) the particle 
velocities at 5-foot depths attain a peak value in approximately the same time as the surface 
overpressure; however, at 10-(oot depth the velocity rise time is about 5 msec longer.   At 
Station 3 (Figure 4.12) the increased rise time (or velocity is evident at both 5- and 10-foot 
depths and the decrease following the peak is close to that displayed by the surface overpressure. 
Similar behavior is observed at Station 4 (Figures 4.12 and 4.13) down to depths of 10 feet.   But 
below 10 feet the velocity rise ttme increases significantly.   Also the record appears to decay 
more ülowly than does the surface overpressure.   At Station € (Figures 4.14 and 4.15). where 
the precursor Is w**U.«J«*v?loped. the rise to peak velocity follows the surface overpressure 
down to 30-(fM>t depth, but devutes markt d;y at 50 feel.   Also, at this stattun, one observes 
the first definite tendency for the vctucity to Uceay more rapMly than the surface ovcrprr»j»ure- 
lime nu-aftun ment.    At a d»plh «f 50 (»Hi (Figure 4.15). th»* vilocity rise time u about 20 m*ec 
lonyrr than (or tin- uti-tpi*-»aurc.  which r»pre^i-ms tht- unly si^ufican! departjr»* from fr»|Ii»w- 
ir.g the input 4t i>Ja:j >n 6; h* r«- a  am.   h«iAi wr,  tb- vclifctly »Iiv.»)1 I» n.ott- .-»«nirt4 lJun lh«- 'iv«'r- 
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Figure 4.12  Overpressure, particle 
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to maximum value. Stations 3 and 
4. Shot PrisciUa. 
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pressure decay.   SUUon 7 (Figure 4.15) .show» similar behavior to Station 6, there in only a 
small Increase In velocity rise time at 10-foot depth. 

4.3.3 Displacement (Attenuation with Depth).   The integrations of the Stanford Research 
Institute acceleration data are at present the only displacement data available for Prlscllla. 
These data arc shown In Figure 4.16, normalized against thr pnik displacement at S-foot depth. 
Additional data will be available for correlation when Sandla Corporation acceleration and long- 
span displacement gage data have been reduced (Reference 15). 

The attenuation of displacement for all ground ranges except the 100-psl station approximates 
the attenuation of velocity. Figure 4.9.   At the 100-psl station the displacements below 5-foot 
depth are larger than would be expected from observations at the other stations.   From the 
character of the acceleration records, It Is suspected that a refracted ground wave was super- 
Imposed on the direct motion Induced by the main air-blast wave.   Due to the direct motion 
Induced by the precursor, It Is difficult to clarify this point since outrunning cannot be definitely 
established.   Since outrunning occurs at depth prior to outrunning at the surface, ground wave 
Interference Is not unlikely and would explain the greater displacements, cf., Figure 4.33, 
Tumbler 1.   The Project 1.5 displacement data expected on Prlscllla may clarify this point. 

It should be noted that the displacement-time plots are probably not reliable beyond the time 
of peak value.   The truth of this statement was demonstrated when, for the Project 3.5 data 
analysis (Reference 16) it was necessary to attempt correlation h«>rw«fen the integrated displace- 
ments and scratch gages attached to a burled structure.   Reading the acceleration-time records 
out to much later times and using the scratch gage data as a guide to proper corrections to be 
applied, it was found that the vertical displacements behaved differently from those shown in 
Figures 3.14 through 3.17.   The primary difference was that, after reaching about the same peak 
value, the Project 3.5 integrations decreased steadily to almost zero cispiarement beyond 1.0 
secord.   The procedure used for Project 3.5 illustrates the distinct advantage of having an inde- 
pendent measurement with which to guide the corrections. 

4.3.4 Stress (Attenuation with Depth).   The maximum vertical earth stress is plotted versus 
gagt depth In Figure 4.17.   For each gage station the curve has been joined to the maximum 
surface overpressure datum point (plotted on the figure at 1-foot depth).   Maximum stress, as 
determined by Carlson-type gages on Project 1.7. is also plotted for the 1,050-foot ground range. 
There is some doubt about the validity of comparing Project 1.4 stress measurements with those 
from Project 1.7.   The latter gages were immersed in a large back-filled hole and the 20-foot 
deep gage was positioned on the bottom of the excavation. 

The attenuation of maximum vertical stress between the surface ami 3 feet is not severe and 
is greatest at the first and last station instrumented; the attenuation at these shallow depths is 
probably strongly a function of the duration of the overpressure input pulse. 

The marked increase in stress at 50 feet for both the 750- and 1.050-foot stations is unex- 
pected; however, there is little reason to expect these larger values of stress to be caused by 
over-registration of the gage.   On the contrary there are many more situations which could 
cause undeivregistration of the Carlson stress gage than could cause serious over-registration. 

The pattern of attenuatioo of vertical stress with depth bclwren 0 and 30 feet is in general 
agreement with the attenuation equation proposed on the batas of Upshot-Knot hole data (Refer- 
ence 1), which predicts a halving of stress for each 10-foot incrfasv In depth.   Point by point, 
the data of Figure 4.17 depart severely from this attenuation equation.   However, the fit of data 
is only slightly poorer than the original data on which the equation is based.   The 50-foo* 
stresses, however» tend to deny the validity of tht» attenuation equation. 

Referring to Project 1.4 and Project 1.7 re»utt» piirfirtl nn Figure 4.17, the large discrepancy 
between the ftUMtmum »Ire»* at 5 and 10 fi-l.  meajtiired at the two 4djac-cnt loealion».  U readily 
apparent.   Since no systematic U-JuMor i» »ib^Tved at the iwo k>raMons. it i» difficult to reavtn 
that Ihe ddfrr»-nrr-» ar** due only to thv Jt.'J. r« m jii-mlir . ^j n. i!«r«a «»*«J by Itie U«» proH-ci* 
Utkti sre ikjVi- l>.rm» »>f Figure 3,23».   Siner ll» >«•  t«-\ i.»u ..» r« f»r* %• nf ■*t.U« tr.ii t.itt*m* m sirr.v« 
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response, one Is not very encouraged about the uacfulncsü of a limited number of Carlson gage 
results in predicting ground motion and/or structure response. 

One cause of decay of poak stress with depth Is the finite duration of the blast wave on Shot 
Prise Ilia.   An Inspection of the air-blast wave forms shows that the duration of the main peak 
of the blast wave was relatively short.   Measuring bctwoen points of arrival and one half the 
peak pressure, this was about 28 msec at 750 feet and 55 msec at 1,050 feet.   By rough calcu- 
lations of trace velocity, these correspond to a wave length of half-peak pressure of only about 
100 to 125 feet.   This Is certainly not long enough to be considered Infinite compared with gage 
depths of 50 or even of 20 feet.   There Is reason to believe that, had the duration been much 
longer, the stresses measured at 20 and 30 feet would have more nearly approached the peak 
air-blast pressure. 

There are several ways of looking at the effect of changing soil characteristics upon the at- 
tenuation with depth of maximum vertical earth stress. 

One is to assume Initially that the gages record true free-field phenomena and then look at 
the effect of the hard and soft layers upon wave reflection patterns.   By so doing, one can give 
a possible explanation for an Increase (i.e., negative attenuation) In response with depth. How- 
ever, this argument applies only if the duration of the peak overpressure is short compared 
with the time required for the wave to be reflected once again at the earth's surface.   Moreover, 
it is Improbable that the high measured stresses recorded at 50 feet could be explained on this 
basis; the stress-time curves are relatively flat in the region of maximum stress and give no 
indication of reflections.   Furthermore, the Project 1.7 20-foot gage was at the bottom of the 
backfill and did not exhibit an Increase in stress. 

Another way to approach the problem Is to consider it statically and to surmise how the load 
at the surface was carried down through the soil.   During the backfilling of the deep holes at 
Stations 4 and 6, a geophone was planted in each hole near the wall at a depth of 50 feet, and 
measurements were made of the travel time from the surface to each geophone.   These travel 
times correspond to average velocities from 0 to 50 feet of 1,390 ± 40 ft/sec and 1,450 ± 60 
ft/sec, compared with 2,060 ft/sec from Shot Points 1, 2, and 3, (Figure 2.6).   These data 
imply that the backfill failed to reach the original modulus and that the effect of this condition 
reached somewhat beyond the edge of the hole. 

On the assumption that the stress gages were placed In a medium of uniformly low elastic 
modulus^ one would expect the measured stresses to be lower than those of the free field, with 
the stress differences largest where differences in elastic modulus (or seismic velocity) are 
largest.   This conclusion is based on the premise that the boundary between lower and higher 
elastic modulus media can carry vertical shear.   This assumption Is good for the undisturbed 
medium and probably satisfactory even at the backfill-hole wall boundary.   Under loading, the 
two media will undergo much the same strain; hence, the stress will be lower in the media of 
lesser modulus. 

Note, however, that the local seismic velocity at 40- to 50-foot depths in the free field (Fig- 
ures 3.25 and 3.27) is only slightly higher than that which appears characteristic of the average 
at the 750- and 1,050-foot stations.   This fact may offer a possible explanation, in the light of 
the above discussion, of the higher measured stresses at both 50-foot depths.   It can be con- 
cluded that the 50-foot stresses are more indicative of the free-field stresses and that those 
measured at intermediate depths were depressed due to the lowered modulus. 

Still a third way to view the problem of explaining the stress results is to take a somewhat 
cynical approach.   One can say that the backfill in the niche around the stress gages at 20- and 
30-foot depths was not well compressed, and hence these gages saw only a minute strops. 

To summarixe, it is probable that all these effects are present in varying degrees of severity. 
Suffice it to say that it is diificult to determine the validity of the free-field earth stress results 
obtained by Project 1.4 on Prlscilla.   The control of backfill operations during Priscitla was 
considered optimum and extraordinary care was taken in placement of Carlson gages; still the 
Stress measurements appear inconsistent in»«rnaUy and hence leave much to be desired.   It is 
tx'lievcd jl thi» tune Hut Hie profnt concept .»ml method of earth >tre>a measurement may be 
iiudev|U.ile and mi.sleadtng.    Alternative method:* cannot :\a yet be offered,  except that prooably 
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stress must be derived from other primary measurements such as strain and acceleration, 
which are more Independent of hole si/e and the character of the backfill. 

Reference to the normalized records of Figures 4.11 through 4.15,  reveals some Interesting 
facts about the stress-time wave form changes with depth.   At Station 3 (Figure 4.12), the rise 
time to peak stress increases noticeably from 5- to 10-foot depths; however, the decay of stress 
at both depths, is comparable with the decay of the overpressure input.   Figures 4.12 and 4.13 
Include the results at Station 4; here no significant Increase In stress rise time Is noted at 1-, 
5-, and 10-foot depths.   The stress records at 20- and 50-foot depths deviate markedly from 
the input overprossure-tlme wave form; also, they do not resemble each other. 

At Station 6 (Figures 4.14 and 4.15), the stress rise time and decay follows the overpressure 
Input quite closely to depths of 10 feet.   At 20 feet, the rise 'ime is noticeably longer for the 
stress, whereas at 30 feet the stress record Is strange, and at 50 feet the stress response to 
the precursor portion of the Input wave is depressed relative to the peak.   The one comparison 
possible at Station 7 reveals that at 5-foot dr'pth the stress record followed the overpressure 
input quite faithfully. 

4.3.5  Strain (Attenuation with Depth).   Due to the full or partia? failure of eight of the ten 
short-span strain gages, the strain-time data of Project 1.4 were rather meager.   On some of 
the partial records it was possible to identify the maximum vertical strain recorded at the gage 
station; thus, the measurements yielded a total of five peak strain values, three at 750-foot 
ground range and two at 1,050 feet. 

In addition to the strain gage measurements, it was possible to compute the average vertical 
strain from the Integrated accelerations (1. e., displacement-time plots).   Using the strain-time 
results as a guide to give the time of maximum strain; these computations were carried out and 
are listed In Table 4.2.   The results are plotted tn Figure 4.14 and show that the calculated max- 
imum average strains are not inconsistent with the few strain-time measurements obtained. 
This takes the form of an independent check and leads to more confidence in the manner in which 
the acceleration-time records were integrated. 

The data of Figure 4.18 indicate that at the 750-foot station (275 psl maximum overpressure) 
the peak earth strain had a decided attenuation with depth, with a pronounced decrease between 
1 and 30 feet below the ground surface; at larger depths (to 50 fe.'t), the maximum vertical strain 
appeared «.o level off at about 5 parts per thousand.   On the other hand, the data obtained at 1,050 
feet (100-psl overpressure level) showed practically no change In maximum vertical strain with 
increasing depth; in fact, there was even a slight indication of larger (negative attenuation) strain 
near the 30-foot depth.   The reason for this difference in behavior was probably traceable to the 
character of the input overpressure-time at the two stations; this is discussed tn more detail in 
Section 4.4.4. 

It is noted that the Station 4 strain measurement at 5-foot depth (4SV5A) had a much smaller 
peak magnitude than indicated by the computations using Integrated accelerations.   Also, the 5- 
foot measurement was even smaller at maxima than was the 10-foot strain at the same station 
(4SV10).   Another pertinent point can be made upon inspection of the 4SV5 gage record (Figure 
3.24).   The record indicates that although the overpressure input increased from a precursor 
pressure of about 25 psi to a peak pressure exceeding 225 psi, a nine-fold increase, the strain 
merely doubled.   The 4SV50A and 6SVS0 strain records are examples of characteristic behavior 
in this regard. 

ft must be concluded, therefore, that the 4SV5 strain measurement was, for some reason, 
erroneous; the true pcAk strain at this position was significantly larger than was recorded. 

4.4 GaOUND SHOCK AND OVERPRESSURE 

4.4.1   Acceleration (and Qverprcssuro).   To compare accelerations on the basis of air-blast 
Input, the ratio of peak acceleration to peak overpressure versus overpressure was plottod. 

Figure 4.19 summarizes all 5-(oot depth vertical acceleration observations in Frenchman 
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Flat.   Also plotted are the acceleration-overpressure ratios for the Prlscllla and Upshot- 
Knothole Shot 10 precursor.   The measured overpressures at Prlscllla Stations 2 and 4 appeared 
low when compared with pressure data of previous shots.   At Station 2, a cable break occurred 
prior to recording of the peak overpressure.   The source of the apparently low pressure at Sta- 
tion 4 has not been found.   Both the as-read and smoothed data points are Indicated.   The accel- 
erations Induced by the main air-blast wave decayed rapidly on Prlscllla due to the formation of 
the precursor and also duo to the distance effect (Tumbler data discussed below).   Taking this 
Into account, the Upshot-Knothole Shot 10 Typo 1 overpressure wave form accelerations were 
in agreement with those of Prlscllla.   The single Upshot-Knothole Shot 9 observation appeared 

TADLK 4.2    MAXIMUM STRAIN,   SHOT PIUSCILLA 

C ompututions Measurumonts 
Cane 

Depth Time, ts 
Dihpl Aver Max Gage Peak Time 

Cotte atts Strain CoJe Strain of Peak 
(t sue It ppk« ppk« sec 

4V1 I 0.193 0.390 23.8 — — — 
4V5 5 — 0.295 — — — — 
4V1 I 0,195 0.411 26.6 — — — 
4V10 10 — 0.171 — 4SV5 8.8 0.195 

4V5 5 0.205 0,109 30.0 —   — 
4V10 10 — 0.259 — 4SV10 13.7 0.215 
4V10 10 0.225 0.3G5 11.2 — — — 
4V20 20 — 0.253 — — _ — 
4V20 20 0.235 0.304 7.0 — — — 
4V30 30 — 0.234 — — — — 
4V30 30 0.240 0.254 6.3 — — — 
4V50 50 — 0.127 — 4SV50 7.8 0.249 

6V1 1 0.284 0.147 5.8 — mm. -_ 
6V5 5 — 0.124 — —   — 
6V5 5 0.290 0.156 S.l —   — 
6V20 20 — 0.080 — — — — 
6V20 20 0.300 Q.IX2 6.5 mm.   — 
6V30 30 — 0.057 — 6SV30 5.9 0.304 
svao 30 0.317 0.11) 2.5 — — —. 
6V50 50 — 0.061 — 6SV50 3.0 0.330 

* Pert* pttr thousand. 

lower than would be expected from Tumbler Shot 1, and the Prlscllla precursor accelerations 
were larger by about the same amount.   In general, the accelerations appeared to be larger in 
the Frenchman Flat area than in the Yucca area, not however by an amount which was significant 
compared with the scatter of data. 

Of some interest were the peak acceleration-overpressure ratios obtained from the horizontal 
(positive outward) acceleration observations at 10- and 50-foot depths.   At Station 4, the ratio» 
were about one third those corresponding to the vertical accelerations and at Station 6, although 
the 10-foot depth vertical gage was lost, the 50-foot data Indicated that the horizontal and vertical 
components were approximately equal. 

The ratio of peak negative acceleration to peak overpressure versus overpressure Is plotted 
In Figure 4.20 for Tumbler Shots 1 and 2 (References 2, 17 and 18).   The ratio appears to be 
(airly independent of overpressure.   The heights of burst of both Shot 1 and Shot 2 were suffi- 
ckntly hij:h that no precursor formed and all overpressure wave (o»-ms were nearly Ideal. 
Since the yields were nearly identical,  it must be concluded thai the two to one difference in 
accelerailon-preasure ratio must rcault from differenct*.-* in soil properties bHween the French- 
man Flat and Yucca lest arras. 

Fi^urt* 4.21 compares the thr« t- Tum!/U r .•»hoi» detoiuitcil owr Ihr xinu- portion of tin- Yucca 
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test area.   One Cirst notes the marked reduction in the Shot 4 acccleration-prcsäure ratio at 10 
psl.   The smaller than expected accelerations were the result of the nonideal precursor wave 
forms.   The Type 4 overpressure wave form has the largest rise time and hence induces the 
least ground acceleration.   As soon as the wave forms return to near ideal (Type 7), the accel- 
eration assumes Its normal value.   Taking the effect of overpressure wave form into considera- 
tion, the effect of device yield if any, dues not appear to be discernible within the scatter of data. 

In Figures 4.20 and 4.21 there is an obvious tendency for the acceleration-pressure ratio to 
increase at both ends of the pressure scale.   When the data of Figure 4.21 are plotted against 
ground range as In Figure 4.22, there appears to be a fair correlation with distance.   This 
characteristic may be due to changes in soil properties or due to shock wave parameters nut 
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Figure 4.18  Earth strain versus depth, Shot Prise Ilia. 

considered, e.g., shock velocity and/or wave front curvature.   The increase In acceleration 
ratio at close-in stations may possibly be connected with the latter since the same tendency Is 
observed on Tumbler Shot 1 (Figure 4.20) and on the two near ideal wave forms on Priscllla 
(Figure 4.19).   This point cannot be clanftvd at the present time due to Insufficient theoretical 
Investigation and without more detailed study of soil properties in the Yucca area. 

The remaining set of observations .it S-foot depth are the vertical acceleration duta of Jangle 
HE-4 (RefereM-e 4).  2,SCO pounds of TNT detonated at the ground surface.   The accelcratton- 
overpreisure ratio» are plotted in Fi|iure 4.23 ami are consistent wilh previous observation». 

Jangle (Rr(*reMev 10) Vertical .ivcvlerati-.ii data are .sh.j*n in Kijiun- -«.3 i.   The .-»caller <>f 
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Figure 4.19  Vertical acceleration! Frenchman Flat, 5-foot depth 
(numbers indicate overpressure wave form). 
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Figure 4.20  Vertical acceleration, Tumbler Shots 1 and 2, 5-foot depth 
(arrow points to first ground wave outrunning wave form). 
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Figure 4.21  Vertical acceleration, Tumbler Shots 2( 3» and 4, 5-foot depth 
(numbers adjacent to data indicate overpressure wave form). 
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thüHü data Is much greater than on any of the previous experiments dlscuösed, which nukea 
analysis of these data rather tenuous. The attenuation indicated by the Jangle S 10-foot data 
appears to be greater than that observed on Tumbler or Prise Ilia, as was discussed earlier. 

The vertical acceleration data of Prcject Mole (Reference 3) aboveground detonations are 
shown in Figures 4.25 and 4.26.   Nevada amd and gravel mix corresponds to the soil In the 
Jangle S, HC~4 test area.   The Utah dry clay site was located at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah. 

In Figure 4.25, although the scatter of data Is large, (note that acceleration-pressure ratios 
are plotted on logarithmic scales), no systematic variation with height of burst Is to be found. 
Secondly, the range over which the acceleration-overpressure ratio extends Is an order of mag- 
nitude large, 1. e., the ratio is more dependent on overpressure (or ground range) than that of 
tho large HE (Jangle HE-4) or nuclear (Jangle S) detonations in the same area.   This trend to- 
ward higher ratios at the extreme ground ranges is observed however in Tumbler Shots 2, 3, 
and 4 and may be connected with outrunning of the ground wave. 

In Figure 4.26 the dependence on overpressure Is not as pronounced, and the accelerations 
appear to be a factor of two larger than those of Figure 4.25 for pressures greater than 30 psi. 

4.4.2  Velocity (and Overpressure).  Subsequent to outrunning of the gro-md wave, the velocity- 
Jump overpressure ratio Increases with decreasing overpressure (or increasing ground .ange). 
This observation is in conformity with elastic theory (private communication with J. K. Wright. 
AWRE).   Prior to outrunning, the ratio should be independent of pressure.   Ail 5-foot depth 
peak velocity data, where the air blast was superselsmlc, are shown in Figure 4.27; 80 percent 
of the data fall within a velocity-pressure ratio range ol 0.04 to 0.06.   There appears to be no 
systematic variation with either yield, overpressure level or wave form, or test area.   The last 
conclusion is at variance with the behavior of the acceleration data. 

The data shown in Figure 4.27 may be compared with the theoretical result, 

Uy 1 32.2 x 144 A A„   ft/sec 
"F   ' ^   ' ^oxi.eoo    a 0-032 -piT 

Where the soil density Is taken at 90 pel, £nd from Figure 3.30, C^ at 5-foot depth is 1,600 
ft/sec.   The agreement between theory and experiment appears extremely good, especially if 
one recognizes the approximate nature of the theoretical result.   Secondly, the true seismic 
velocity in the first 5 feet is difficult to measure accurately: the estimated error is of the order 
of 30 percent.   The Large seismic velocity gradient also presents both a theoretical and practi- 
cal problem. 

The velocity of propagation of ground motion may be determined directly during an experi- 
ment from the arrival time of ground motion and the air blast arrival over the gage location. 
This calculation was made for Prise ilia using arrival times at 10-foot depth.   These calculations, 
Table 4.3, lead to the conclusion that the average propagation velocity of ground motion between 
the surface astd 10-foot depth is less than 1,000 ft/sec.   If the average velocity of Table 4.3 is 
used in the previous calculation one arrives at the result, 

^.    .   0.06O 

The fact that Ihv high amplitude 6>treJ»s wave propagates »lower than tho seiiimtc wave is not 
unexpt:cted in view of the theoretical treatment of von Kar man and Duwex (Reference 30) of wave 
propagation in plastic solid:».   How» ver, atfditional Utatmenl of thi» observation is required be- 
fon* dehnitc conrluMun:» ran IM« derivrd. 

VfUMUy-jump-ovnpri'sMjre ratio?» for Tumbler Shots I throuv.h 4 art' >hown in Figures 4.28 
Ihrtttigli 4.3!.   Alt «taia display» U in Ktv^ir«- 4.'iö have Urvn reinU'^ralrd ;«•» oullin<vi in Appendix 
C    Dau in Figures 1.25 tin ouch 4,31 h.iti- U « n tvii.li grated only for tho:.«- stalions whrrr '.he 
IdaM wave is »ujH'f.Hi'iM«!«* (Ihi- ftr.4 station .»l *}»«• h the ^rotiiul A.IVC ouiruna l» .»Lso tnclu'f« i). 
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Figure 4.23 Vertical acceleration. Jangle HE-4. 5-foot depth 
(/indicates interpolated overpressure data). 
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Figure 4.24   Vertical acceleration, Jangle S. 
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Tho remaining data arc the original reporleil reaults.   In Fl^ire 4.32 are shown all b-fool ver- 
tical velocity observatlonsi In Frenchman Flat. 

The horizontal outward velocity at Slation 4 on Shot PriseUla gave a peak value at 10- ami 
50-foot depths which is about one sixth the maximum downward velocity at the same locations. 
Although the 10-foot vertical accelcrometer record at Station 6 was lost, the comparison at 50 
feet reveals that the maximum outward velocity was less than one half the peak downward ve- 
locity.   The apparent relative increase In the outward component as one goes to increasing 
depths and ground ranges is due to the greater Influence of signals from remote sources upon 
the ground motion, 

4.4.3  Displacement (and Overpressure).   The peak vertical displacement-positive overpres- 
sure impulse ratios at 5-foot depth for alfrecords analyzed to date are shown In Figure 4.33. 
Some remarks on the Priscilla results arc peiiincnt.   First, the S-foot depth displacement at 

TADLK 4.3 AVKHAGK PHOPAGATU>N VK- 
LOCITY OF ÜIKKCT WAVK, 0 
TO 10 FKET, SI! )T PtllSCILLA 

Overpressure ^L 

put ft/»ttC 

550 645 
440 660 
340 MO 
27 S 1.060 
310 7SS 
100 «30 
60 980 

Averse* value %V} 

Station 2 has been estimated from the displacement at 10-foot depth. Point e of Figure 4.33, 
and the attenuation of displacement with depth (Figure 4.11). Second, the overpressure and 
impulse at Station 2 have been estimated by a reasonable interpolation between Stations 1 and 3. 

The smaller-than-expected displacement at Station 1 on Priscilla has been checked and is 
further verified by the 10-foot depth displacement. 

Considerable variation exists between the Tumbler displacement impulse ratios.   No further 
correlation appears evident through consideration of device yield since the variation of displace- 
ment impulse ratio is not systematic.   The agreement between Tumbler 4 and Priscilla is en- 
couraging but possibly fortuitous. 

Figure 4.34 displays reed-gage displacement data for a number of Plumbbob detonations in 
the Yucca test area (Reference 21). Positive impulse values have been estimated from meas- 
ured overpressures and device yield using the correlation presented in Appendix D. The ver- 
tical lines adjacent to each datum point Indicate the possible error involved in this estimate. 
Corresponding displacements have been computed from Priscilla accelerograms (Section 4.5). 
The same degree of variation is evident between these data as was found in Figure 4.33. 

The reasons for the wide scatter of displacement data are not known.   The only conclusions 
which appear valid at the present time are that approximately the same degree of variation ex- 
ists in Frenchman Flat a-J between the Frenchman Flat and Yucca test areas, and that Uuptace- 
m?r:s twice thoM* o**.*erved on Priscilla are possible for similar geological conditums. 

The variation of displacement»impclsr ratio with peak overpressure is not surprising phe* 
nomenoloiiieally; however, from an empirical prediction »lanapomt it would be de»irable to 
eliminate such a dependency.   Several iwtytiiru * have been mjde alotiu these lines,  a:*! it ap- 
pear» pu!»Mbte that tii»placemei-.l may be pruporli'Mitl to thai fraction of overpre^vure tmpuUe 
aJioVr a terUii» pie»»u»e on lo lhal IracUmi of .*vt rpre»urc itr.;>wl-i .tt hveretl prttr M a nr- 
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Figure 4.31 Vertical velocity» Tumbler Shot 4t 5-foot depth 
(/indicates as-reported data). 
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tula flxod time duration.   Additional work lit this area is required before any conclusions can 
be presented* 

In any analysis of vertical displacement, examination of the validity of the double integration 
of acceleration Is worthwhile effort.   As previously mentioned, most first Integrations of accel- 
eration lead to nonzero velocities at the end of the record.   Provided the velocity baseline shift 
Is linear and one is able to make a reliable estimate of the time of zero velocity, the second 
integration affords little difficulty.   Prior to Prise ilia, however, data did not exist which would 
serve as an Independent check on the results obtained.   The Prlscllla long-span strain gage data 
now provide this opportunity.   In Table 4.4 a comparison Is made between the Sandla long-span 
strain gage results and the Stanford Research Institute double Integrations.   Only near-surface 
data are compared since strain gage data at depth have not yet been reduced.   The agreement 
between these two Independent measurements is surprisingly good, except at 1,350-foot range. 
One can speculate that the Sandla anchor at 200 feet at this station would be most Influenced by 
remote source signals, thereby reducing the apparent near-surface peak displacement.   How- 
ever, this type of reasoning is dangerous without more complete data.   It should be noted, how- 
ever, that the capability of the Integration method to lead to valid permanent displacements is 
severely limited. 

4.4.4 Strain (and Overpressure).   Reference to Figure 4.18 Indicates quite a different peak 
strain attenuation with depth at the two stations Instrumented (750- and 1,050-foot ground range). 
The reason for this difference may be traced to the different character of the Inputs at the two 

TABLE 4.4 COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM 
TRANSIENT-VERTICAL DIS- 
PLACEMENT, SHOT PRISCILLA 

Ä        . „ Maximum Displacement 
Ground Raw      8RU5ft'     Sandla. 3 ft t 
 n & n— 

«50 0.84 0.83* 
850 >0.40t 0.52 

1,050 0.27 0.23 
1,350 0.24 0.11 

* Duubl« intef ration of acceleration. 
t Long-span displacement gage. 
t Cable break; displacement estimated. 

stations. At Station 4 (750-foot ground range), the precursor pressure of about 25 pai precedes 
a rise (In about 5 msec) to 228-psl peak overpressure. By contrast, the Input at Station 6 Indi- 
cates a precursor pressure of 20 psi and rises to only 104-psl peak In about 15 msec. 

Probably the rise time associated with the Input overpressure assumes the greatest Impor- 
tance when considering earth strain, particularly near the ground surface.   Measurements of 
seismic velocity indicate that the weathered layer at Frenchman Flat extended to depths of 5 or 
more feet.   It is feasible that an overpressure-time input such as 4B (Figure 3.1) would pro- 
duce large strains In such a layer, whereas the 6B input would not.   The few strain measure- 
ments obtained by Project 1.4 severely limit firm conclusions concerning the phenomenology. 

4.!r RESPONSr SPECTRUM OF GROUND MOTION 

4.5.1  Theory.   The response spectrum is defined as the maximum response of a linear, 
single degree of freedom, spring mass system, relative to the motion of ground.   Such a sys- 
tem is shown in Figure 4.35. 

The equation of motion, in terms of the relative displacement, x, Is (dot superscript denotes 
differentiation with respect to time.) 

x • 2n *•■ * • *J x - -a(i; 
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Where:      n Is the ratio of damping to critical damping 

u> s undamped natural frequency, w2 a k/m 

m a mass of system 

k * spring rate of system 

a ■ ground acceleration 

t * time 

Development of this equation may be found in any standard text on dynamic motion, or in Ref- 
erences 22 and 23. 

Let y « x and integrate once, resulting in 

y + 2nwy + wIy ■ -u{t) 

Where u is ground particle velocity.   Let z 

*i + 2nuK-w*z «-s(t) 

y and integrate once again, 

Where s is ground displacement. 
These equations demonstrate that the response may be calculated from knowledge of any one 

of the ground motion parameters, acceleration, velocity, or displacement. 
Three response spectra may be defined: 

Ixl max , the displacement (response) spectrum 

wlxlmlK, the velocity (response) spectrum 

^fc'max» the acceleration (response) spectrum 

The velocity spectrum is proportional to the maximum strain energy per unit mass for an 
instantaneous applied force and no damping, 

|.4r-l-^ max 

For a small amount of damping, n - 0, the acceleration spectrum equals the maximum 
absolute acceleration of the mass, q, 

One has 

x ■ q - s or x ■ q - a 

From the equation of motion (n • 0) 

ji ♦ a ■-w'x. 

Hence 

^IxL ■max 'max* 

A few characteristics of response spectrum may now be illustrated. Take the second form 
of the equation of motion. The ground particle wlocity may be characterized by a peak value, 
um* and a duration T, as in Figure 4.36, I.e., u/u^ *  ♦(r) ami t  » Tr. 

Let Y  • (y/Un^T1 and Q .   wT. then Y • 2n 0 V • O1 Y  - -Hr). 
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The velocity gpectrum,  ttlYimax, is a single valued function of ft only. 
But 

nlvl       « wT -1 - *x*max 

Hence (wlxlmax}/um Is also a single valued function of u/T as In Figure 4.37a. 
In Figure 4.37b the velocity spectrum of Figure 4.36 Is displayed for large T, large yield 

devices and small I, small yield devices.  The peak value of wlxlmax, does not change pro- 
vided the peak particle velocity does not vary, I.e., constant overpressure.  However» the 
curve shifts toward tho lower frequencies as the yield Increases.  These statements are true 
only If 4(r) is invariant. 

In the same manner it may be shown that 

<xlmax 
dm 

/i (wT) 

«»Ix J0**-  ■ /|(wT) 
•m 

Where dm and am are the peak ground displacement and acceleration, respectively. 
As the frequency w (or mom rigorously wT) approaches scro, the response \it\nMX approaches 

the peak ground displacement. At large values of w (wT) the response approaches the peak accel- 
eration divided by w*.   Hence as w - > 0 

Wmax ~ dw • um rj   ~~ dr 
•   '•m 

and 

where 

dr 
m 

As«—> • 

mar 

and 

«m ** 

where 

1     '     **        'max 

Tht' ctjiuiiiinni under which (h<* velocity spectrum may be ttcalcd a» in Klirrt* 4.37b,require 
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Figure 4.35  A linear, single-degree-of-freedom system. 
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Figure 4.36 Schemmtic diagram of ground particle velocity. 
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Figure 4.37 Schematic diagram of velocity spectrum. 
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that the maximum dlsptaccment at constant ovurprcasure (u.r Is proportional to overpressure) 
vary as T and that the peak acceleration at constant overpressure vary as T*1.  That Is, all 
details ot the velocity time history must scale In a consistent manner. 

4.5.2 Measurements.   The displacement spectrum may be determined either by direct meas- 
urement with reed gages, by numerical calculation of the response of a linear system to the 
ground motion, or through use of the electrical-mechanical analogy by converting the measured 
ground motion into an electrical signal (Reference 24).   All methods will produce Identical re- 
sults provided certain precautions are taken.   An excellent example of equivalent results ob- 
tained by direct measurement and the analog calculation Is presented In Reference 25. 

Reed gages should be constructed so that their springs remain linear up to the maximum 
response measured.   The damping should be linear, I.e., viscous» up to the maximum response. 
The percent of critical damping should be known and preferably should be small and approximately 
the same for each spring of the set. 

The accuracy of numerical or analog calculations of the response depends first on the accu- 
racy of measurement of the ground motion» I. e., the accelerogram.  As discussed In Appendix 
C an accelerometer-galvanometer system will yield faithful results U Its natural frequency Is 
more than twice the fundamental frequency observed in the ground motion, and hence it Is un- 
wise to calculate response spectrum for (requ^nr^j greater than half the accelerometer or 
galvanometer frequency, whichever is smaller. 

Secondly, the accuracy of numerical calculation depends on the fineness of the calculation 
network, i. e., the time Interval between successive readings of the record, in relation to the 
sophistication of the integration program.  The time Interval is usually limited by the precision 
of the time base on the original record (0.5 msec on PriscllU, 1 msec on previous operations). 
The Integration program selected Is a compromise between the cost of running a complex com- 
putation and the maximum frequency to which the computations are carried.   For example, the 
simplest program, using the parllcl« vvluclly a» the I. <ul, appears to give reliable result» for 
the majority of the Priscilla records to a frequency of 250 radians/sec (40 cps).  To compute 
the response of a 100-cps system, a more complex (and costly) program must be written. 

This second consideration Is not usually a limiting factor in analog calculations.   However 
a necessary condition for both calculations is that the velocity at the end of the pulse be aero. 
This is of major importance at low frequencies and becomes less important as the frequency 
Increases (Reference 26).  The importance of correcting for the baseline shift discussed In 
Appendix C is now further emphasised. 

Response spectra fc? all the Priscilla ground motion data, excepting Stations 2' 5, 5V5, and 
SV10 have been calculated to a frequency of 150 radians/sec (24 cps) and about half these have 
been extended to 250 radians/sec (40 cps).  Station 2VS was eliminated due to a spurious elec- 
ti ical signal, and 5V5 and 5V10 were eliminated because of cable breaks.   Displacement response 
spectra are shown in Figures 4.38 and 4.39 and the corresponding velocity response spectra in 
Figures 4.40 and 4.41.   In Figures 4.40 and 4.41 are shown the asymptotic values as w—>0 
(Curve A) and as w—>• (Curve B).   In Figure 4.42 are shown a selected number of accelera- 
tion spectra.  The calculations have obviously not been carried to frequencies high enough to 
determine the maximum of the acceleration spectra. 

The results of Figure 4.3« Indicate a flat response to 10 radians/sec (1.6 cps).  A reed gage 
frequency of 2.5 cps would respond generally within 10 percent error in maximum transient 
vertical and horiiontat displacements.  The spectra are smooth out to and Including Station 4 
(275 psi).  The spectra at Station 6 (100 pel) begin to assume a Jagged character which becomes 
more pronounced at Station 7 (60 psi) as the frequency increases. 

The overpressure wave forms from Station 3 (340 psi) on were precursor Type 1. Appendix 
A.   The only significant difference in the shape of the overpre«sure-time curve was increased 
precursor duration and rise time o» the main overpresmire pulse at the larger ground ranges. 
Hence, It docs not appear that the change in eluracter o«' ih« response can be associated with 
the local urouml wave but rather that it rcMilts from luu rfcrence of the refracted ground« 
transmttttd wave. 
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This conciuitkm I« nupportvd by clono cxamlnatloii of the acceleration record«.  At Slullon 4 
(275 ptfl), the ground wave ha» not yet outrun the main atr-bla»t wavn but arrive« »lluhtly behind 
the direct MlgnaL  The Interference la moat pronounced at the 20- and 30-loot depUia.   At Na- 
tion» 0 (100 pal) and 7 (60 pal), the «round wav« a|>pcars to be outrunning the main blaut wave 
but not the precursor.  Thl» U pOMMihle alnce the precurnnr prnptig:itlon velocity at these ground 
rangen la roughly twice the main wave velocity. 

Thla example Uluatratea one o( the Inherent advantagva of accelerograma over reed-gage 
data In that algnlflcant Information may be lout when an attempt la made to reduce primary data 

»0 IP 
mtouCMCv ~c»« 

rigure 4.40a Verticat velocity spectra. S-feoi depth. Shot Prtacllla. 

«I the laatrvmefH itself.   However, the nM4 gage, or preferably a dlaplarement-tUne meter. 
IMS the advantage of beb« Inaeftsmve to the type of baseline correctton which appears necessary 
to the tmegratton of accelerogramiu  These cemmeMa peiM out that neither acceleroneters nor 
reed gages (or other dispUcemeM mctera) are completely seU sufficient and Ibat the most ad- 
vantageoos instrumeMaiiott probably will consist of both types placed as a pair ratber than aa 
avpttrate entitle». 

4.>.3 Correlation aig gcaling.   The question of correlation and scaling of the response spectra 
ia now considered«   in Figure» 4.43 and 4.44 are »how« the vertical velocity spectra for $• and 
lO-foot depth normalued In %ht manner indieatvd in the »cetion on theory.   Data kr the 100- and 
IO-p»i stations are not shown «hx to the interfrrrnce of the ground wave, and 4ata for the IS0-p»i 
»tation are not »t»wn due m the anomalou» (low> value» of prah dukptarvntrni at this station. 

The velocity spectra wx-r»- «rhaM-n over Ihe dt»placement and accvlrration »fMNrir» »iiMre the 
^»»nua* l*c*' ,hr «s«ln»*»m rm-r^y prr wit OUM. IS nnc of it*- pritwtpat fa4fit»r» in tirsi^ti t»l 
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shock Isolation equipment.   Since the displacement and acceleration arc both known functions of 
the velocity, they may be easily derived from Figures 4.43 and 4.44.   For T, the normalizing 
factor for u (Section 4.5.1), the overpressure positive phase duration Is used, again as a matter 
of cunvenlKiice, rather Uian the duration of the velocity pulse.   Whether or not this serves to 
correlate the data conslttutes a test of the validity of the procedure.   Furthermore, the over- 
pressure duration Is a known quantity Independent of the ground motion, a factor necessary for 
scaling to larger yields. 

The smoothed curves of Figures 4.43 and 4.44 are identical, which Is encouraging; however, 
the variation In T Is only 25 percent and hardly constitutes a valid test. 

The normalized velocity spectra for 50-foot depths are shown In Figure 4.45 and compared 

— inch« 

0 50 10 SO 10 
FRCQUCMCY-CM 

SO too 

Figure 4.4la Horizontal velocity spectra, 27S psl, Shot PriseUU. 

with the spectra for 5- and 10-foot depths.   The normalized value does not change significantly 
although the frequency at which this maximum occurs decreases.   Table 4.5 summarizes the 
maximum ratios for all gages.   The average ratio for all vertical gages except Station 7 (60 psl) 
Is approximately 1.2; at Station 7 the ratio Is greater than 2 due to the ground wave.   Note that 
for all horizontal gages the maximum value of the normalized velocity Is greater than two. 

The normalized horizontal spectra for the 10- and 50-foot depths arc shown In Figures 4.46 
and 4.47. The 100- and 275-psl, SO-foot depth and the 100-psi, 10-foot depth spectra are sim- 
ilar while the 275-psl, 10-foot depth exhibits marked differences. 
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4.6   SOIL STRESS-STRAIN CONSIDERATIONS 

4.6.1  Soil Survey Teats.   A» a part of Project 3.8 carried out by Waterways Experiment 
Station (Reference 14)t the compressibility characteristicH of tlie undisturbed foundation wer«? 
determined using four types of tests.   A modulus of deformation was determiner4 from consoli- 
dation test data using the slope of the ailrcss-strain curve In the first cycle of loading at applied 
stresses of 50 psl and 100 psi.   The modulus of compression was determined using the maximum 
slope of the stress-strain curve from constant ratio of applied stress trlaxlal tests.   A compres- 
slve modulus was determined from sonlscope test data using conventional procedures.   A modu- 

TADLE 4.5    MAXIMUM OF NOKMALIZEU VFLOCtTY 
SPECTRUM.  SHOT PRISCILLA 

«Wmax f umax 
Depth Ovcrprcsüurv 

Vortical HorUonUl 
ft p»i 

l 27S 1.32 — 
100 1.29 — 

S SSO 1.22 -. 
340 1.34 — 
27S 1.22 — 
100 USO —, 
«0 0.90 — 

10 SSO 1.30 — 
440 1.18 —. 
340 1.33 ~m 

m 1.08 2.0 
too » 2.0 
00 1.82 — 

20 211 1.23 — 
100 1.31 — 

30 m 1.40 mm 

too 1.18 — 
80 m 1.17 1.9 

IAO 128 2.3 

lus of tlastlcUy was doitrmlned using dau from field plato bearing tests.  The data from the 
above tests which aro pertinent to Project 1.4 art summarUed in Table 4.6. 

Looking al Table 4.6, based upon the consolidation test, It may be noted that the modulus of 
dtformatloo for the natural soil generally increased with an Increase In applied stress.   It was 
higher also for stresses applied parallel to the stratification than for stresses applied normal 
to the stratiiicatlon.   It Is also noted tbat the modulus for the compacted backfill assumed values 
somewhat higher than for the natural soil. 

Variation In soil modulus for dlflertm types of tests Is to be expected.  The rate of applica- 
tion and duration of load undoubtedly influence the magnitude of the soil modulus.   The consoli- 
dation, trlaxlal, and load-bearlng tests art relatively slow tests, whereas the ooulscope test 
Is analogous to a rapid test wherein the load Is applied for a short period of time.   Otter factors 
such as slot wall friction for the consolidation test specimens and the distribution of stivss In 
the trlaxlal test specimens also undoubtedly influence the test results. 

Figures 4.48 and 4.49 present typical examples ol stress-strain diagrams taken from the 
Project 3.8 report.   The consolidation lest results (Figure 4.49) show a characteristic slow 
take-off at low stress on the first compression cyrle; (he second cycle loadln;; curve does m* 
display this behavior to the same degrr*1.   This behavior might be due to yome ftampto-apparatu* 
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Figure 4.47 Normalized horizontal velocity spectra, Prlscüla 
50-foot depth» 0.5 percent critical damping. 
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Figure 4.4« Strcaa-eirai» curve», undlalurbed »oil, Frenchman Flat. 
(Reprinted f4*om Reference 14.) 
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coupling allgnmont» which must be affected before the reliable measurement IN taken.   Also, it 
should be noted that the teat» indicate 8trains in excess of 4 percent for 100-psl applied stress 
In the first cycle; the second cycle produces only about 1 percent strain for the same applied 
stress.  The trlaxlal results of Figure 4.49 indicate t to 1.5 percent »trains for •     later stresses 
approaching 100 psl. 

4.0,2 Dethiccd Stress»Straln.   Since stress and strain were measured Independently at vari- 
ous depths In Frenchman Flat soil (Project 1.4), It would be possible to construct a measured 
stress-strain diagram.  This possibility Is severely limited by the fact that so many of the strain- 

TABLE 4.1    PROJECT 3.8 SOIL SURVEY RESULTS 

Natural Soil Compactod Backfill 
Item Ranged 

Average 
RaitRod 

From To From To          A v« rag« 

Modulua of tivlormation 
(COflMlitlftliCMI IMI) 
Nornutl to »irmiificaulon 

Mptl 2,140 11.150 5,300 3.580 20.700         0.030 
100 psl 3,000 13,900 0.110 4.000 20.700         0.005 

Parallol to strottfleaUoa 
80 psl ll,ftSO U.tuu 14.900 — .. 

100 psl 10.330 20,TI0 10,550 — —.               ^. 

Modulus of coaiproMlea 
(trlixUI tool) t.OSO 19.050 13.300 — —               — 

CoraproMiv« noduiiMi 
(•oalteopo Ural) 31,000 ISS.0OO 90^00 — —               ~ 

Modulus o( olosUcity 
(t4sie hMrtog u»n 

•Opoi •,100 0.000 0,450 — M.               ^^ 
100 pol 4,000 3.900 4.400 — -"               — 

time record« were either lost or »re In question.  However, It is possible to construct such dia- 
grams for the S0-fool «topth« at both Stations 4 and 6; these deduced stress-strain diagrams are 
shown In Figures 4.00 and 4.51. 

The form of the siress-strain picture of Figure 4.50 Is quite different from the Project 3.0 
curve« of Figure 4.40.  This I« due probably, to the rather abrupt Increase of stress (4CV$0) 
at this station, and It results In a ungent modulus of about 07.SOO p«i in the early portion of the 
curve.  CakuUtloa of the modulus corresponding to the peak »train yields 17,300 psl, and the 
unloading modulus is about 32,500 psl.  Also sltmlflcant is the fact that the soil attain» a strain 
of less than I percent (about 0.0 percent) at a stress of 1)0 p»l. which means that the Project 
0.0 trlaxlal test« «pproalmated the working range of dynamic soil response more esactly than 
dkl the compaction teals.   The residual strain (after unloading) of about 0.4 percent also agrees 
with the trlaxlal leal residual magnitude». 

The situation at SUllon 0 Is also atypical but for the oppoalte reason from that at Station 4. 
At äation 0, the «treoa appearu to Incrroae unusually »low while Ihr »train I» attaining readable 
values.   The best choice of tangent modulu» corre»ponditig to peak atre»» and »train compute» 
to 12.000 pat. a value which again agree» IK»I with the madutu» obtained from the Project 9.0 
triasial teats.   The curve at»o indicate« a »mall reoidual »train at thl» depth. 

R wuutU be unwl»e to draw jny firm c9ttclu%lo»»« imm the anult anuHtnt of data available. 
Tentatively, it can br »awl that, aa prr»enily runreived, ttw* laUtratory trtaxial teat» are mure 
uacful in correlation with bU»t rv»ul}a l\un are tit* eum|UUt*m tt-M».   Stilt in Ite reiuttved ia 
11« qwt .>ii<*ti of thi« rvlatum»ht{i lirl»«'ttt th« latt^t-Ml m*Hkilu» Mt ct>n^>ul<*«l and tfu* moilulua tkter* 
muu-d fr*tm mea»urctm ni.% «if At-umtt. v«-h «-tty. 
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Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1   CONCLUSIONS 

S.t.l tortrwncnt Performance. For Operation Plumbbob Project 1.4, full length re rda 
wert obtained on 75 percent of the total gage channel« and partial record» on an addltlooa. U 
percent. The failures were caused principally by a jammed oscillograph recorder and cable 
trouble on the strain gage Installations. 

Five out of the ten short^span strain gages Insulted on the sides of the two deep holes failed 
to give useful data, and three of the five useful records were Incomplete.   It Is concluded that 
the reliability of these gages could be enhanced by Improving the method of coupling to the soil 
and by redesign of the cable connector at the gage end, 

S.U Acceleration and v»|ftciiy w«v» Fftrm».   rnr grmind «hnrk accelerations Induced by 
air blast, there Is no ideal wave form.   The integral of vertical accelrration, vertical particle 
velocity In the soil. Is the more familiar of ground motion parameters since It bears a direct 
relationship to the overpressure.   II is possible to separate the predominant earth acceleration 
and velocity wave forms Into sla groups associated with the character of the Input; namely, 

1. Ausblast wave Ideal and overpressure high, traveling superselamlcally. 
2. tame as Hem I above, except tower overpressure. 
3. Air •blast wave traveling transseismicaUy, first indication of outrunning. 
4. Air-blast wave In early stages of precursor development, peak overpressures high, 

traveling superselsmlcally. 
5. Air-blast wave extremely disturbed. In most violent precursor region, traveling super« 

or transatlsaMcaUy. 
i.  Complete outrunning, refracted ground wave arrives before local induced effect, air wave 

traveling subeelsmically. 
Even though the blast wave may be traveling with super seismic velocity, i. e., no outrunning, 

the signal produced by the refracted wave may be sufficient to modify the velocities In the later 
portions of the ground ahoch .Usturbance.  At depth, outrunning occurs earlier than at the surface. 

MJ Signals from Hemote ieurcea.  When the propagation velocity of the »ir-bU« wave 
front is larger than the ecSprtssSn wave velocity In the soil, signals win not be observed 
underground prior to the arrival of the air wave over the gage.  As the air wave velocity de- 
creases with distance from ground tero, the Information given to the earth wilt eventually 
arrive before the arrival of the local signal.  This may occur either when a near*surface seis- 
mic velocity Is greater than the air-blast velocity or by transmission through the soil along a 
curved path which dips Into the higher-velocity lower earth strata« i. c.. seismic refraction. 

For Shot Priscllla, it was concluded that outrunnli^ occurrvd at the ground surface at about 
l,S00-fooi ground range, due to a signal originating at about I.SOO-IOMI ground range.   However, 
it is possible for outrunning to occur a! closer range« for deeper measurements, and refracted 
signal« may br evident oo rrcord« alter the arrival of the local vUects.   Although Project 1.4 
accrleratlon re»ult» (measurements to l.}$0*looc ground range) »howrtf «o nuirunnlng. th»y 
show«d prvMttcc of refracted »igtuls from rt*mote «ourcv». p^nkuUrty at the devper gages. 

Th«* trm*** wtMirre diMurfetAce», whrlhrr ottlrunamg or sol. arr vslrvmrly hoitict »omc whr« 
uoir tu Jilt tttp{tn|£ to Iffr^rstc th«- 4rcrlrr.»liOft*ltmtf rccortl» la ittum v^loc-t(y*limc and «JiftpUcr* 
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mcnt-timo.   Any criteria u»otl (or determlnlng the 11 mv oC tcro velocity may IK» UMVIC»* In Hit* 
presence o( remote source «ItfttaU. 

ft,1.4 Attenuation of Ground ahock with DITIUU   Maximum downward acceleration data tntli- 
catcb that between S« and lO-font dcptlui the attemiatlon varies between 30 to 45 percent, except 
at the 950* and tIMMoot ground ranges where the attenuation Is practically negligible.  The 
results at greater depths, taken Into consideration ^    * the meaiuired seUmlc profile at French* 
man Plat, suggest that the wave theory concerning energy transl«fr at an Interface between two 
materials may be valid.  The theory states that: 

1.   U an accclerometer Is located at or near the transition from a hard to a soft material, 
the peak acceleration Is Increased. 

t.   tf an accclerometer Is located at or near the transition from a soft to a hard material, 
the peak acceleration Is decreased. 

The peak outward horizontal acceleration at the 10- and SO-fooC depths shows ISM attenuation 
with depth than does the eorrespoodü^ peak downward acceleration; numerically, the attenuation 
Is about 40 percent for the outward component and about 10 percent for the downward. 

When all pertinent data are Included, It Is found that power law decay with depth of peak 
downward acceleration agrees best with the experimental results. 

For peak downward velocity (or velocity •Jump data), an exponential decay law appears to 
represent the data better than a power law.  On 9M Priscllla, at the two stations where meas- 
urements were OIMSIIIMI H% MM** depth, the attenuation of peak downward velocity Is similar 
and Is apparently little Influenced by the underlying soft layer documented In the refraction 
seismic survey. 

The peak outward velocity data from Shot PriocilU shewed somewhat less attenuation with 
depth than the downward component at tTS-psl overpressure; at the larger ground range (100« 
pal overpressure), the outward peak velocity at SO-foot depth was twice that at 10 feet. This 
effect was traced to the Influence of signals from remote sources closer to ground aero. 

The vertical velacity*tlme curve la similar to the oeerpressure*tlme curve when the air* 
blast wave ts superseismic.  The velocity peak Is, however, more rounded and progressively 
lags the wave from by an Increasing amount aa the depth Increases.   Below I0~foot depth, the 
rise time to peak velocity increases slgnlf kamiy. even (or rapid air-pressure onset. 

The attenuation of peak displacement« obtained from successive integration of the acceleration« 
time data« corresponds closely to the attenuation of peak velocity.   However, the larger than ex- 
pected displacements below I feet at the 100-psi overpressure station can be explained by a re- 
fracted ground wave superimposed on the motion induced by the main alr-btasi wave.   It should 
be noted that the double integration method of obtaining di^lacement*time is probably not reliable 
for times beyond the peak value. 

The attenuation of maximum vertical stress, as determined by Carlson-type gages, is slight 
between the surface and l*fooi de^ih; the attenuation at shallow depths is probably a function of 
the duration of the overpressure Input pulse, the shorter thv input pulse the greater the attenua- 
tion with depth. 

for the deeper stress measuremems, the pattern of attenuation follows the rale of halving 
the peak stress for each 10-fool increase in depth.   However, the increase in stress at SO feet 
tends to deny the validity of this rule. 

Although several possibtttiurs are offered to expUu» the seeming anomalous stress results 
at SO-foot depth. It is probable that the measurements are Inlluenred to some degree by alt the 
sutfuesied meehsnlsms.   That is. the stress moMured at $0 tee« may be a lunrtion of the soil 
layering structure, the character of the backlill. and inr^uatuies of planting or tamping methods 
In the viruuty of the gages. 

la general, the airess-tinic wave forms romfurr w*tl with ihr air oerrpressure input; belts« 
lO-font «Irpths, the ttmv-lo-pr^k increawr» nmierably «v^r itui «tbaervcd on ihr surface Air- 
blast prrssurr. 

► i» dllflCVll to drtrrnalnr Ihr rrlamr valtHlly of Ih«* Irrt .tt«-M »irr»* rr*uU» oU.ttfU«f «*l 
ftta|rcl 1.4.   TK  CuMrot  * UatUitl «i^rr4lit*n« »lurtng i*r:M ilU **» n~t.» Wr«J uirttmant, xtut 
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extraordinary car« waa takon In the placement of tfagca; «till the strciw mcatturement« appeared 
tnternally IncooaUtent.   ft la concluded that, unleaa an atternatlve measurement method can be 
devlaed, atreaa muat be derived from otKcr primary meaaurementa auch aa »train and accelera- 
tion, which arc more Independent of hole also and character of the backfill. 

In addition to the ahort-apan »train gage reaulta, It la poaalhle to compute the averatce verti- 
cal atraln between accelerometer poaltlon» from the double Integration* (i.e., dlaplacement- 
tlm« plot»?.   At the 27S-pal ovcrpreaauro »tation, the peak atraln auffer» a pronounced decrea»v 
between I* and 30-foot depth».   A', greater depth»» the vertical »train level» off to a constant 
value.   On the other hand, the data obtained at the I00-p»i overpre»»ure »tation show practically 
no change In vertical atraln with lncrea»lng depth.   Thia difference in behavior la probably trace- 
able to the character of the Input overpre»»ure; the ri»e time» a»»ociated with the 100-p»i input 
are algnlflcantly longer than at the high preaaare station. 

>.I.S Ground Shock and Qyerpressure. When the ratio of peak acceleration to peak overpres- 
sure is plotted versu» peak overpressure, the values at high overpressures (above 200 pal) are 
high, decreasing aa the overpressure drops and aa the precursor wave develops, finally increas- 
ing somewhat below 10 pal when the precursor has dissipated. The effect of device yield, if any, 
does not appear to be discernible. No systematic variation with height of burst is to be found; 
also, the trend toward higher ratios at extreme ground ranges m*y be associated with outrunning 
of the ground wave. 

In conformity with elastic theory, siiMe<|uent to «Hmiming n( the ground wave, the velocity- 
lump peak overpressure ratios increase with decreasing pressure (1. e., increasing ground 
range).   There appears to be no systematic variation with either yield, overpressure level or 
wave form, or teat area.   The e^erimeatal ratios agree well with the theoretical result, par- 
ticularly if the velocity of propagation of the ground wave la determined from measured accel- 
erometer arrival times. 

The fact that the finite amplitude stress waves appear to propagate slowc - than the seismic 
waves suggests plastic flew condunns in the soil; also, relative aignificar"   uf the soil mudulu» 
determined from seismic velocity Is net, aa yet, completely clear. 

Consideration of the peak vertical displacement-overpressure impulse raiioa indicates a 
definite increase in the ratio with increasing peak overpressure in the range of SO to 300 pal. 
However, the wide scatter la displacement data precludes any firm conclualona.   Comparisons 
between the Project 1.4 peak displacement data (obtained by Integration of accelerogram») and 
the Project l.S tong-apan strain results show good agreement between these two independent 
meaaurementa. 

I.l.i Hesponse Spectrum of Ground Motion.   The response »peetrum Is defined as the maal- 
mum response of a linear, aingle degree of freedom, «pring mass system, relative to the mutton 
of the ground.   The displacement spectrum may be determined either by direct meamrement 
with reed gages, by numerical rakulatlon of the response of a linear system (e.g., accelerom- 
eter) to the gtound motion, or through the use of the electrical-mechanical analogy.   An accel- 
erometer-galvanometer system will yield faithful result» If its natural frequency la more than 
twice the fundamental frequency observed in the ground motion. 

from the re»ulia of the displacement response spt-etra. it does not appear thst the change In 
character el the reaponse can be associated with the local ground w»te, but this chantfe probably 
is due to Interference of the refracted groumt-i cans mit le«t wave. 

Using ovvrpressure positive plo*e duration a» a normjlUins factor. It i» possible to shuw 
correlation of responae spectra obtained undrr diffvrcnl u^ntl conditions.   The normatUed veloc- 
ity «peurs for 50-font <lcpih »tun comturrtl with spcetra at S* and 10*foot deplha show similar 
maaima atthoo^a ihr frtifuenry at wntch this masimotn wr^r« «I* rrram*» with inereaMiri* drpih. 

Writhing tfcr frUuvr advanU^e» and dtaaUv^oia^ » m the r« .«1 |*ait» » and arcvlctotoctc-t» fcr 
«kirrmtnau-n t.: r< »|*io«< z-pr-lr*. ucr c<«u'tua«*ft ih-vl t> iiN»r rt^ rr»uli is completvty »uffi- 
cunt lor «trfmtmv »p fir.*: ttu- m»i>i athaittj^o^» ttt»lrui«H-ttt4ti»«M pr^iattty vMl «r>m»ut ™t \*4h 

I)!» » J*IJ4« J »m 4 j*4ir. 
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5.1.7  Soil StresS'Stratn ConsidcraUons.   Since stress and strain wet« measured independ- 
ently (versus time) at various depths in Frenchman Flat soil, it is possible to construct a 
measured soil stress-strain diagram.   Such diagrams may be constructed for the 50-foot depths 
at Stations 4 (275-psl input) and 6 (100-psl Input). 

The deduced stress-strain relations appear to agree best with the laboratory trlaxial tests 
performed upon Frenchman Flat soil samples by Waterways Experiment Station (Project 3.8), 
The consolidation test results yield soil moduli which arc much lower than those Indicated by 
the deduced stress-strain curves.   Tentatively, It can be concluded that the laboratory trlaxial 
tests are more useful In correlation with blast results than are the compaction tests.   However, 
still to be resolved Is the question of the relationship between the tangent modulus so computed 
and the modulus determined from measurements of seismic velocity. 

5.2    RECOMMENDATIONS 

It Is recommended that future work on the problem of ground motion induced by air blast 
Include the following: 

1. In conjunction with any future ground motion measurements, means should be provided 
for determination of the seismic signal arrivals at each measurement position; a geophone 
would serve this purpose. 

2. Attention should be given to devising laboratory soil test methods which give promise 
of correlating with field test results. 

3. Work should continue for the development of a reliable gage (or gages) which will meas- 
ure directly velocity-time and/or displacement-time of ground motion.   These measurements 
would almost completely eliminate the present uncertainty associated with Integrated accelera- 
tion data. 

4. The theoretical aspects of the problem should be pursued vigorously, from the standpoint 
of pure elasticity and, also, to include the dlsslpative and layered-««pects of the soil medium. 

5. In ground motion measurements an Independent measurement of the motion of the ground 
relative to some fixed point in the earth made by a mechanical gage Is useful In checking dis- 
placement results from Integrations of accelerograms. 
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Appendix A 

SYMBOLS and OVERPRESSURE WAVE FORM CLASSIFICATION 

A.l   SYMBOLS 

A » aooeltrattoa, g (v«rttc«l) 

P - dtutty, Ib/ou ft 

B <• Youngt* modulus, ptl 

8 - itMOii, vertical 

P      ■ applitd tir prtMurt, ptl 

t»x  • total not oi Ür«t poak of 
input prtMuro wavo 

APt  ■ total riao of aaooad paak of 
Input praaaura wava 

G      ■ atraaa, vartlcal, pal 

9 • Polaaona' ratio 

TR    " totil lina ttaw of atraaa (or 
valoolty) wava at a particular 
daptb (aaauniof haU-eoataa 
wava form of rina). aao 

T|    • rtaa ttma of flrat paak of 
input prtaaura wava 

Tf    ■ rtaa tlma of aaooad paak 
of Input praaaura wava 

T      • rtaa ttma of atraaa (or 
7       valocity) wava praduead by 

traval todaplh y 

V - parttela valoolty (vartieal). tf 

V * aaiamlc (oompraaaloual) wava 
valoolty, fpa 

x       • raaga. ft 

y       ■ daptk. ft 

AIR    8LAST WAVE FOAM, PRCCURSOR   TYPE t 

AIP    PLAST   WAVE   FORM,   GCNCPAUZCO 

"(l ♦ ^(l-la) 

MX 
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A.2  OVERPRESSURE-WAVE-FORM CLASSIFICATION 

Typ« OMertptlon of Form 

0     A sharp rls* to a (k>ubl«-p«ak«d nuximuiB; 
poaks clow toftttwr la Um« aad approximately 
•qual la amplltud«. 

Gantrol 

Halation to Pravloua Typ« 

la IU Ideal form. It la th« ciaaslcal •ingl«- 
pvaktd ahoek wava but la usually record«! aa a 
double-peaked wave. 

Typicol 

A «harp rise to first low peak followed by either 
a plateau or a allgbt deeay. thea a higher seooad 
peak preoedlag the rapid decay.   TIHM latervai 
betweaa flrat aad seooad paaka eaa vary alg- 
aldeantty: ahock-llke rises are evtdeat. 

The first lew peak ladleete« th» •«latenee of a 
dlstuibaaoe which travels foator Una the mala 
wave.  This type la distiaetly aoaelaaaleal. 

Gdnarol 
zr^ 

Typicol 

1    iaae aa Typet 
first. 

la less      The aeeoad peak has dsa^ysd la a lower value thaa 
the first aad haa bsaame mors rouaded aad leaa 
dlstlaet.  tea sad peak flaaUy dissppsars. 

Ganarol Typteol 

S A first large, rounded maatmu« tollawed by 
decay; thea a later, uaually aiaaUer. aoeaad 
peak.   Preaaur« rlaea «ay bo alower thaa for 

Ginaroi 

The flrat peah of Type t haa developed to become 
the rouaded maalmui». *hü« the aeeoad peak haa 
decreaaed la msgalmda with respect to the first. 

Typieoi 
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4    A lufltf-rlmMlm* (Ui-topjwd form which ««• 
hibiU • lang (fecty Hmt and much hath. 

Gtrwai 

S     A prvMurtr rlM la a roumM pUUrau which 
It fellowH by a alnw rla« to a aoeond, KjgWr 
peak. 

Tho relatively «harp prraaur« rla« of Type 3 haa 
been replaced fay a alow riae and the aecoad 
peak haa Utaappeared. 

^^**Jr*H^ 

TyptCQi 

Tho aingla-poalwd haahy form of Type 4 aaema 
to develop a eompreaaloa>typo aeeond paak. 
which may bo te fu at U dlcalloa of the rttarn 
of the mat« wave. 

Gtnofol ryp*eoi 

• A eloar-cwl dauMo peak form with a rlao t« 
a ptaiMii whteh alopea upward. UM« a aback 
rtM to a peah. 

Gtn«rol 

Thla la deariy a deaMd^ip Tm I. wttb tba 
eemprea«lwi-^rpe aecood peaha bowemlt ahocaa. 

Typteol 

t    A abMk riae u» ■ peak followed by either a 
•llfbl ftotlo rla*. a ptaioau. or to laior «■• 
amplta. a alow decay. 

Tha aoc«Ml peak «T Typo « haa oeettahon lU 
Aral peak, roaulita« la a »aw farm wbtab la 
CIOM la daaalc; akar». ataft« peak 1« MI «VMOM. 

0«ntr«l Typ.tol 

TR   Kefera I* Type f to roftoa of regular roftoc» 
Uw «btrt a aeeond (reOededl aback from 
towMw*. 

I    A «toadcal waec farm. 

tacoad rta* da* m roflamad wavo. 

••  ftotorp to rtaaaltai ««vt farm to r^gto« tf 
regular rofleriloa« 
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Appendix B 

CATALOG of GROUND MOTION MEASUREMENTS 

TABLE Bl   SUMMARY OF NEVADA SURFACE AND AIR NUCLEAR BURSTS 
ON WHICH STRONG GROUND MOTION WAS MEASURED 

Y, Yucc« FUt; and FF, Frtnchman FUt. 

Operation Shot Yl«ld 
H«l«lil 

of Bur»l 
"Ti  

Dftt« Aroa 

Buit«r-Janfl« S 1.19 3.8 Nowmbtr 1991 NT8-Y 

Tumbltr-Snappar I 1.0S T93 April 1991 NT8-FF 
a MS 1.100 April 1951 NT1-Y 
a 30 3.447 April 1992 NT8-Y 
4 10.« 1,040 May 1952 NT8-Y 

Upihot-Knothol« 1 U.2 300 March 1953 NTS-Y 
• M.0 3,423 May 1953 NT5-FF 

10 14.9 S24 May 1953 NTS-FF 

Ptumbbeb PrltclU» SO too Jtrnt 195T NTS-FF 
Whltnoy 19.2 500 Sapumbor 1957 NTS-Y 
Gatlloo II 500 Scptambtr 1957 NT8-Y 
Smokty 43 TOO Attguat 1957 NTS-Y 
Stolut 19 1.500 Augual 1957 NTf-Y 
Chadttton 11.9 1.500 Sapumbar 1957 NTS-Y 
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TADLE B.3    NUMBKR OF GItOUND MOTION MKA.SUHKMKNTS,  KPG 

H, twrtiotital dirocUon; and V, vorttcal dlroctton. 

Opera* lion Depth OvttrproMtiure Nu mho r SourcoofOaU* 

It P»i 

Green houn« 1 to8t >S0 411 
4V 

>10 till 
10V 

WT-53 
WT-69 

Tola! 1311 
13V 

ivy 17 >50 11! 
IV 

>10 311 
3V 

WT-602 
WT-9002 

Total 4H 
5V 

Cattle IS to 17 >10 311 
2V 

WT-920 
WT-9002 

Rodwing 2.S >M 1H 
6V 

ITR > 1302 
ITR-1364 

HtrdUck 1 to 100 >50 17H 
19V 

ITR-1613 

* First KKirc« is air blast, 
t Varies with station. 

TABLE B 4   SUMMARY OP MOLE ROUNDS (2S6-POUND TNT) 

Height 9t Burst, ft                         0 0.83 1.66 3.16 6.36 

X (scaled height of burst for HE)   0 0.13 0.26 O.SO 1.0 

Test Arts 
Utah dry day                             1 
Nevada gravel and sand mix     1 
Callferntft wot ssad                  1 
Califonria moist clay              - 

1 
I 
1 
1 

1 
2 

2 
2 

1 
1 

TABLE B.6   NUMBER OF GROUND MOTION 
MEASUREMENTS. JANGLE IIE-4 

Chargt 
Height 

of Burst 
OverpreMiture 

Number oi 
Observstion«. 6 ft 

ft P*i 

3.660-lb/TNT 3 »SO 411 
4V 

»10 •H 
6V 

Total ion 
tov 
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Appendix C 
RECORD INTEGRATION and INSTRUMENT RESPONSE 

Ground motion InvlrumitnUllon ha» be«n conflnud, 
excopt for UM long-up«» diiplacomant gag«« uaud on 
Shot Prlscltla. to acc«lttrom«ter».   Outurminatlon of 
velocity and dUptacoment roquirtta numaric«! inte- 
gration of thaaa records-   Prior to Shot PrUcIll». 
thla waa usually don« with a planimelar aa a two-step 
process.   Integration of PriscfUa records has been 
performed oumericslly using the IBM 6S0.   Accelera- 
tion records were read at ^-msec intervale through- 
out the portion of maximum fluctuation.   Aa the records 
smoothed out, this time interval was lengthened suc- 
cessively to 1, 2, and 4 msec, mainly aa an economy 
measure.   Records were read to Uw end uf Ute «ir- 
Ms't-poaitiv* phase or peat the point of apparent sig- 
nal, whichever «as lunger. 

C.l   ACCELERATION BASELINE SHIFT 

It Is aa Indisputable fact that the ground motion due 
to air-blMt pressure must cease at some time after 
the passage of the blast wave.   Moat Integrations indi- 
cate. In varying degree, that the velocity at the end 
of the Integration Is not tero.  This result can be 
Interpreted as aa acceleration record baseline shift, 
whicl is affected during recordtng or during reading 
of the record.   If it can be assumed that there are no 
frequency response problems (see Section C.3). the 
source of the difficulty can be traced to the character 
of the aceeleratlonHime wave form.   Reference to 
Figure 4.1a abowa that the duration of the firat accel- 
eration peak la a small fraction of lbs total record 
length.   Therefore, a email error, perhaps only one 
or two percent of the peak acceleration, will accumu- 
late as time increases to result in s significant error 
in velocity at the end of the iategration. 

Speaking instrumenully. there are many poaalble 
ways the acceteration record baseline (t«ro signal 
reference) could «htU.   However, in this annlysi» \\m 
shift is considered a« a reading error, a conctuaio« 
which is substantiated by the faci that the amount of 
correction thai is nucessary to achieve tero vetocicy 
at the end of the record i» frequently »tthin the lea»t 
count of the reading equipment (see Table C.l). 

Figure CM »how» «omc typical «»ample» of vclucit) • 
time wove forms obtained from types a, b, or c aivel* 
er»tlAn<time w.tve form« tFigure 4.1).   It is ihou^ht 
■hit a £'MJ4 criterion for <ero vslocti;* In »uch ease» 
t» that the velocit} vquaU xero at * ttnve after «tKnal 
arrival equal i<» thu iSii atton of the 4ir-bta»t input 
|*<»ittve pha<»e.    For thi« erite^ton, Ki«turr C.l mdi» 

catea how the baseline would bo shifted on the velocity- 
time plota; aubaequently, the velocity-time plots rela- 
tive to the shifted baselines would be integrated to 
obtain the corrected displscement-tlme plota.   It ahould 
he pninlud out that, in the caae of gages buried deeper 
than SO feet in a aoil whose seismic velocity varies 
sifniflcantly with depth, it would be unwise to apply 
the above criterion for xero velocity «*•« for ld«al 
overpressure inputs.   Esch record would have to bo 
regarded aa a special caae. 

As the peak acceleration decrease a, the problems 
of accurate record reeding diminish with the exception 
of ground waves from remote sources, which reeult in 
exceptionally complicated records.   A typical example 
(type 0 I« shewn in Figur« C.S, where the upper por- 
tion of the figure illustrates the original integration 
without correction.   Beyond «00 msec the velocity 
increases (negatively) linearly.   The linear baseline 
ahift required to correct the velocity to aero at the 
end of the grcind motion Is shown as well ss the ror- 
reeled velocity.   However, it la at one« apparent that 
the criterion of aero velocity at the «ad of the alr-blaat 
pressure pulse is not applicable when aignala from 
remote sources are preaent.   For theee, each uacor- 
reeled velocity muat be plotted and a beat Judgment 
made aa to the time aero velocity ia attained; Urns It 
Is important that the acceleratloa-Ume record be read 
to times beyond which the signal apparently baa settled 
down to smalt amplitude a.   In complex canea. the prac- 
tice has been adopted that the baaeline be adjuated to 
maximise the resulting peak displacement.   The dis- 
placement-time records will then Indicate a residual 
diaplacemem equal to the peak displacement.   If more 
than one choice of baaeline ahift appears reasonable, 
the extremes are calculated. 

If the velocity record» appear to require other than 
a single linear correction; e. g., a aerie« of linear 
corrections attached end-to-end, the lau are consid- 
ered suepeet and not corrected or tabulated. 

Table C.l Include« a summary of the magnitude of 
the corrections made in the integrations of the Pns- 
ctlla acceleration-time record«,   la terms of the peak 
acceleration, the bawcUne «hilt« varied between O.o« 
ami 4.4 percent, which eerre«|«inda to between 0.1 arul 
S cuunt« on the electro met-han;cal reader (Oecar). 
Tlw rvaöer t» »et up »u that une vaunt equal» »h^Hllv 
left» than ''u,•inch ik-tt*cit»n on the c-'»c tcvorJ an.t 
the rcprutiu*-ing accuracy u< a «ingl« rca*kr i» appM'vi* 
OMWIV « 1 -■ »unt».    'Ih«;« it i|<<ear» ih.it in*« r*t%.'4 UH X 
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TABLE C.I    BASELINE CORRECTIONS.  SHOT ^RISCILLA 

(1) and {%) irdlcato alMrnat« baa«limi cholcta. 

Caf« A Uneor A Cor 
A A 

A Cor 

Ooear 
Count« 
In A A 

VUnoor VCor 
A V 
VCor 

D Uneor OCor 
AD 
DCor 

t 8 pel ft/sac rt/aac pet rt ft pet 

IV» 303.7 3S7.7 l.OA 3 20.7 28.3 8.34 2.14 0.093 205. 
IV10 221.0 228.0 1.70 3 13.0 14.8 8.11 0.200 0.343 13.1 
2V5 1Y0.0 173.4 3.17 4.5 20.7 17.0 14.08 1.47 0.500 180.2 
2V10 150.0 181.0 0.07 1.5 10.0 20.2 2.08 0.710 0.004 25.5 
3V5 120.8 120.0 0.27 0.3 10.1 10.3 1.10 0.717 0.030 14.5 
3V10 120.0 120.1 0.22 I 13.3 13.1 1.80 0.031 0.555 13.7 
4V1 100.3 100.3 0.80 1 17.0 18.0 7.20 0.100 0.004 35.2 

4VS 83.0 84.7 1.38 2 14.4 18.3 8.83 0.843 0.700 20.3 
4V10 30.8 30.2 1.80 2 10.1 10.0 7.13 0.373 0.521 20.4 
4V20A 48.0 40.0 1.13 0 0.01 7.04 0.88 0.32a d.4a0 3*.b 
4V3QA 37.0 30.1 0.38 2 7.72 7.02 2.84 0.348 0.300 11.1 
4VS0 13.2 13.8 2.27 3 4.81 4.00 0.13 0.221 0.311 20.0 
4V80A 12.8 12.8 2.18 8 4.28 4.00 8.73 0.207 0.200 20.4 
4H10 14.2 14.3 1.00 2 1.27 1.42 11.1 0.010 0.070 70.5 

4MS0 8.00 8.07 0.10 0.3 0.800 0.008 0.88 0.011 0.014 mm 

SVS 24.3 —. — — — _» — — —   
svio 18.7 — — _ — — — — — — 
txi (D 21.8 21.8 1.23 1 8.72 8.12 0.07 0.300 0.210 37.8 

|i> 21.8 21.7 0.34 0.1 8.72 8.88 2.03 0.340 0.299 18.4 
•VS (1) 18.7 18.7 0.00 0.1 0.08 8.02 0.83 0.274 0.207 2.82 

(X) 18.7 18,8 0.33 0.4 8.08 0.11 2.17 0.273 0.307 11.1 

•vio a) 10.8 10.8 0.23 0.2 4.13 4.07 1.88 0.322 0.300 8.23 

m 10.8 10.8 0.20 0.2 4.13 4.00 1.37 0.323 0407 8.21 
CVSflA(l) 0.00 0.03 1.32 2 3.81 3.00 8.78 0.221 0.278 10.0 

iti 0.00 0.07 1.00 2 3.81 4.00 10.0 0.220 0.203 24.0 
•vso 8.40 0.83 0.84 0.5 3.40 3.80 2.70 0.101 0.214 10.0 
•VSOA 0.32 8.40 1.28 3 3.32 3.88 0.07 0.108 0.200 20.0 

•VM (1) 2.82 2.72 3.71 4 1.07 2.30 14.2 0.125 0.100 28.0 

(t) 2.02 2.74 4.39 4 1.07 240 10.4 0.120 0.112 30.0 
•MIO 1.30 1.31 0.83 0.3 0.303 0.400 4.28 0.000 0.000 28.0 
CM SO 2.83 2.84 O.TI 2 0.077 0.920 4.«f 0.0^0 0.022 0.09 
TVS 0.23 0.10 0.08 1 3.00 244 0.88 0.370 0.230 «7.3 
mo (i) 4.84 4.14 o.eo 0.1 1.80 1.40 0.00 0.004 0.000 4.44 

it) 4.04 4.71 1.31 2 1.50 1.07 10.11 0.170 0.184 18.8 

Avaraf« 1.17 1.0 8.28 32.20 
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Figur« C.l Typical velocity-urn« «rave forma from Type« a, b, or c 
acceleration •lime wave form«. 
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Kiijuic C.2   t'ncorrctlcil tml cuficcSctl vcilic^l \cluctUcK. 
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baaoilrw «htfl In Iho tntcKratlun proccttN c;tn be tracttU, 
with few exception», tu rfmüinK or mm.   Thin fact (mtN 
« gr*-«» »mphtitla upon uccurato roconl ruadli^f, if 
point-by-point InU-gration is to be attumptutt.   tt la 
alto apparent from tht table that the corrections In 
terma of average percent of peak amplitude were 
smalleat for acceleration (1.17 percent), larger for 
velocity (6.2S percent), and largi-at for diaplacemont 
(32.2 percent). 

In aome caaea, particularly on record» obtained at 
Statlona « and 7, two Independent baaellne corroctlona 

wave, for (lumping butweun O.fi and 0.6 critical, tran- 
Mlunt PUIHOS are reproduced fairly well fur puUo fre- 
quenclua of one sixth the g^go frequency. When the 
pulse frequency becomes equal to or greater than one 
half the gage frequency, considerable error In gage 
rexponae along with phase dlatortlon may be expected. 
For the half sine pulse, the error« are approximately 
20 percent. If the damping Is only 0.4 critical, over- 
shoots of SO to 100 percent occur. 

In general, the frequency response of accelerom- 
etera uaed in weapons effects experiments has in- 
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Figure C.3  Cempartaon of ERA and Wiancko aceeleremeler data. 
Tumbler Shot I. S-foet depth (numbers adjacent to data indicate 
aceeleremeler natural frequtneies). 

were made and the Integrations carried througn using 
both.   Devlattoea la peak velocity from the two choices 
varied between 2.1 and 10.1 percent, whereaa the peak 
displacemeftta were separated by as muck as 41.S per- 
cent.   The largeat devtatlena kwiw««n Ihv two buMtline 
choices were obsereed on the 7VIA record; it Is prob- 
ably more than coincidence that this rvcord displays 
the most complex wave form due to groond shack sig- 
nals from remote sources.   This result leads lo the 
cone lu» ion that integration of acceleration-time recordi 
poasesiing complex m*vm forms invo! es a good deal e( 
jodemcat and is necessarily less accurate than integra- 
tion uf simple records, i.e.. those with local «ftcrl» 
only. 

C.2    ISSTKÜMKNT Ml.SPOJ.St: 

Jhm vomi*!«« pattvin of ihe gruwnd actvlcralton» 
makes a proci»« »Utcmcnt of en or due u» frr«|usncy 
rvBt'-n»« mtravt^ble.    A few fjvncr^l remarks «ran l«- 
maik*. hii«««vr.  for »im^ie tnimt» «u« h 4a a Hall »in«' 

creaaed markedly since Operation Greenhouse.   The 
natural frequency of accelentmeterit 'ised on Operation 
Jangle varied betwoen 10 and 140 c^s. (Reference 19), 
en Operation Tumbler between 10 and l»0 cps. (Refer- 
ence 2). and on Operation Upshot-Knc.hole all vertical 
accelerometers had frequencies ol 4&0 cps. (Reference 
9).   In the latter, the frequency response was liri'V' 
by the galvanometer circuit at a slightly lower vs.a«. 
Shot Pnscilla response characteristic^ were similar 
to those of Operation t'pakrt-Knothole. 

A graphic illustration of inadequate frequency re- 
sponse is found in the comparison of ERA aceelerem- 
eler results (Refercnc II) and Wiancko accelerometer 
results on Tumbler (Heference 2).   LRA acceterometers 
with natural frequencies of the order ol 40 lo SO cps 
wer» used to back up ibe primary instrument line. 
Figure C.3 c»m|iates the two wirts of data on Tumbler 
Shot |.    For 4cvvt»r4iiott* greater than \ g, th« til A 
equipment (ad* U- gl»e n^tivlaclot-y rcnuh». 
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Apptndi» D 

SCALING of POSITIVE OVERPRESSURE 
IMPULSE and DURATION 

Fl^yre» D,l and D.2 preMtnt the major portion of 
.ivaitatt« data on impulM and duration for ovorpras- 
auraa graatar than lu pai.   Aa a guide in axtrapolatinfc 
pravlounly prawtnted correlations, (Reference 29), 
reaulta of the thvuretieal aolutiun for the point source 
explosion in real air (Reference 30) are included in the 
figurea, modified by 2W theory (surface bursts). 

Impulse data on Prlscilla are In agreement with the 
theoretical curve at high pressures*   At intermediate 
(»r*«»iir«s (1A Xn IAA psi) m*a«Mr«Mi Impul«* in trrtm A 

to SO percent greater (due to precursor formation) than 
2W theory predicts.   While It Is understood that 2W 
theory does not apply theoretically to air bursts. It is 
believed that impulse resulting from 2W theory will be 
a lower limit.   Impulse predictions used throughout 
the report are based on this postulate, applying a SO 
percent correction as an upper limit. 

Data on duration do nut fuUuw the theoretical calcu- 
lauoas for overpressures greater than 100 pai.   It is 
suspected that this may be a limitation of the instru- 
menlstion-   In order tfcat the «taairnum overpreaaure 
dees not over-range die ga^e or recording Instrument 
tation. the sensitivity of the system must be reduced 
at high prsasurea.   A cheek of the SRI ayswm tadicaies 
that when conaideratiea la given to the abcolute accuracy 
of reading camera records, the accuracy cf readtng 
preaauie amounts to approximately S perctnt of the 
peak overpreasure.   Utia« this criterion, the theoret- 
ical duratioa curve has beea constructed U.r tie dura* 
Uon at which the overpreasure reached S percen« of ita 
peak valtM».   This curve deviates markedly from '*« 
theoretical phase duration (associated with tare over* 
pressure) as the pressure increases.   However, over 
9S psrcenl of the total positive overpressure impul»e 
Is tocluded before the overpressure drops to S percent 
of the peak overpressure.   Hence, the theoretical curve 
ol figure 0.2 is believed to he a legitimate guide la the 
high pressure region provided alU/wance «a made for 
the tncrvikod «ktratloo of the positive phaee In the 10- 
to 100-psi region due to precuraur formaiion. 
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lb« 1(6}, lit Alasci, R. Ma«. AHR:  Hala« R«4un 
135-139   Sar.dt« Corporation, Cl«««tft«d >>vjM.ti\ Duialon, SaadU 

Saa«, AXb^'.anju«, R. M««. ATTRi I. J. Shpth, Jr. 
Il»0-lli2   9ntT«r«it/ of Ollfimt* '«w^r.e« RMiation Ubcratorr, 

P.O. Bo« 608, Uwruer«, Calif. Ami Cl«vt« 0. Cral« 
1^3   S«««nttU Oparatlft« Rwar*«, DlTletoa of Ufaim*tioa Scrr- 

Is«« for StorH* a» QC-I, ATHIt Jot» I. UM, Chief, 
B««d4u*rt«r« *««er4« aed Mall S«rrle« tnath, 5,1. ABC, 
V««hln<tOB ü, O.C. 

lU    V««pon Oat« Seetlsrv, 7««hnl«al Inf3i««tlor. S«n>t«« 
liter, 1 ion, Oak Rllx«, T«nn. 

lUj-lT?    T«etateC Inforsatl'-r. Sarrle« Eitenalon, OaJi RH^*, 
Tenn, (Surpl«») 

AflDITTCRAL DIBCTaOTlC» 

3^0    S'.vSsri Reeeareh rftAtttvtlt, «eais Part, C%llf. Amti 
Mr. R. 8. 7«lle 

13« 
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Defense Nuclear Agency 
6801 Telegraph Road 

Alexandria, Virginia 22310-3398 

SSTL ERRATA    14 September 1995 

MEMORANDUM TO DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER 
ATTN: OCD/Mr Bill Bush 

SUBJECT: Change of Distribution Statement 

The following documents have been downgraded to unclassified 
and the distribution statement changed to Statement A: 

WT-1307, AD-311926 WT-1305, AD-361774 
POR-2011 , AD-352684 WT-1303, AD-339277 
WT-1405, AD-611229 WT'1408, AD-344937 
WT-1420, AD-B001855 WT'1417, AD-360872 
WT-1423, AD-460283 WT-i348, AD-362108 
WT-1422, AD-615737 W?-1349, AD-361977 
WT-1225, AD-460282 WT-1340, AD-357964 
WT-1437, AD-3ni58 
WT-1404, AD-491310 
WT-1421, AD-691406 
WT-1304# AD-357971 

If you have any questions, please call MS Ardith Jarrett# at 
325-1034. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

ERRATA 

J-^JOSEPHINE WOOD 
V^Chief 

Technical Support 


